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Ground Operations Aerospace ~ ~ ~ g ~ a ~ ~  (GOAL 1 
Textbook 
The Textbook prov'l'des a semnti cal explanagion acconipanying a complete 
set o f  GOAL syntax diagrams System concepts 'lafiguiigc component inter- 
act'ian and general language concepts wcessary for  e f f i c i en t  language 
imp1 enentati on/execution. 
Note: IS-DOC-3, (Prt 'n t ing ~~~a~~~~~~ Branch), is responsjble for the 
qual i ty  o f  prfnt ing af t h i s  docmend. 
PREFACE 
T h i s  handbook i s  intended to  be used as a textbook i n  a classroom environment. 
I t  i s  fmct iona l ly  organized t o  allow an inst ructor  t o  cover s imilar  s t a t e -  
ments together. Other documents developed are:  
A GOAL OVERVIEW document re la tes  the history tha t  led to  the development 
o f  the GOAL language and provides a summary o f  the features and capabi l i t i es  
o f  GOAL 
A GOAL SYNTAX DIAGRAMS HANDBOOK TR-1213 tha t  contains an alphabetical 
arrangement of syntax diagrams used i n  the GOAL language. 
Some pages are l e f t  blank intent ional ly .  
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SECTION I ,  FUNDAMENTALS OF GOAL 
1 .o I Pi7 RO DU C T I 0 N 
GOAL, Ground Operations Aerospace Language, i s  a h i g h  order t e s t  lan- 
guage drawing from several languages i n  addition to  NASA's experience 
i n  space vehicle tes t ing .  
The GOAL language and i t s  associated rules  will serve as the standard 
for  tes t  procedure specifications.  
GOAL is t o  control t e s t  procedure specification and n o t  the associated 
language processors, executives, o r  t e s t  equipment, some suggested 
conventions a re  offered to  a s s i s t  i n  promoting uniform implementation 
and use. 
Although the primary in ten t  of 
1 .l SCUPE 
GOAL is a t e s t  engineer oriented language, which i s  designed t o  be 
.wed a s  the standard procedure terminology and t e s t  programing 
language i n  performance of ground checkout operations i n  a space 
vehicle t e s t  and launch environment. 
testing, including vehicle systems and subsystems pref l ight  checkout, 
I t  encompasses a wide range of  
round pref l igh t  operations; such a s  propellant t ransfer ,  support 
systems ver i f ica t ion ,  ground power control and monitoring, e tc .  The 
language is  compatible w i t h  a wide variety of engineering design, 
requir ing primarily command/response actions (analog and d ig i ta l  ) t o  
the systems to  be tes ted.  
replaceable u n i t s ,  both on-board pref l ight ,  and i n  the shop. 
vides the  f l e x i b i l i t y  t o  allow performance o f  the same procedure i n  
both automatic and manual modes. GOAL permits a h i g h  degree of 
readabi l i ty  and retainabi l  i t y  by providing the necessary operators 
required for' testing, expressed i n  a familiar notation. Therefore, 
i t  i s  eas i ly  learned and understood by personnel n o t  necessarily 
I t  may be used in the checkout of l i n e  
I t  pro- 
1 
ski 17 ed in programming techniques. 
1.2 GENERAL CONCEPTS 
The "statement" format was selected as the most natural form for pre- 
pari ng t e s t  procedures. An unrestricted free f ie1 d format was adopted 
for the f l e x i b i l i t y  i t  afforded i n  statement positioning and para- 
graphing during procedure development. 
ture  should greatly enhance the readabili ty and the logical layout 
of the procedure. 
Judiciously used, this fea- 
T h i s  format i s  also readily adaptable t o  various 
i n p u t  mediums - computer cards, remote terminals, e tc .  The f r ee  
f i e l d  concept minimizes the importance of blanks or  spaces w i t h i n  a 
statement. 
1.2.7 Chzracter Set 
The GOAL character s e t  i s  compatible w i t h  b o t h  the USA Standard Code 
for Information Interchange (ASCII) and the Extended Binary Coded 
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC), a1 lowing the individual processing 
systems t o  assign meaning to  other special characters used i n  their 
system for  system control and processing options. 
2 
The GOAL character s e t  consists o f :  
CAPITAL LETTERS : A- 
1.2.2 
MINUS - 
NUMERALS 0-9 SLASH / 
SPECIAL CHARACTERS: SEMICOLON 
ASTER I SK DECIMAL POINT 
BLANK LEFT ANGLE BRACKET < 
COMMA RIGHT ANGLE BRACKET 
CURRENCY LEFT PARENTHESIS [ 
EQUAL = RIGHT PARENTHESIS 1 
PLUS + 
Only these characters a r e  used i n  forming the language words and 
parmeters.  
"g" should - be slashed and the numeral "0" should - not be slashed. T h i s  
convention i s  not shown in the syntax diagrams. 
By convention, when writing GOAL Statements, the 1 ettei- 
External /Internal Names 
A convention was adopted tha t  allows immediate recognition of system 
names and parameters t h a t  are  separated because of t h e i r  key role  i n  
the procedure and because by nature they a re  system software or  hard- 
ware dependent. These items are  enclosed i n  angle brackets, e.g., 
<MAIN POWER>. Items so named are  central ly  maintained and are  
made available to  the Language Processor w i t h i n  a package called a 
Data 'Bank. These special items a re  called Function Designators t o  
prevent any possible misunderstanding. A 7 1  other names used i n  the 
,language a re  enclosed i n  parenthesis, e.g. ,  (PRESS SAVE). No two Names 
'may be the same nor may any two Function Designators be the same. 
3 
Because blanks are  considered insignif icant  when the processor i s  buil- 
d i n g  o r  checking a Name or Function Designator, care must be used i n  
selecting names tha t  will n o t  appear as duplicates t o  the Processor. 
For instance: ( A b B )  and ( A B )  would be interpreted as the same Name. 
1.3 SYNTAX DIAGRAMS 
To i l l u s t r a t e  the d i f fe ren t  allowable variations of each statement, a 
presentation method using syntax diagrams was selected.  Syntax diagrams 
identify legal sequences of items in a GOAL statement, including a l t e r -  
nate branches, optional en t r i e s ,  and feedback 1 oops. 
an example of a syntax diagram i l lus t ra t ing '  a "READING STATEMENT." 
The fol1 oki ng is  
Note the use of a semicolon as a statement terminator. 
- I s l . s l l - l E r m  
R E A D  READING STATEMENT 
-Rim?aLlpD--  
T h i s  allows any of the following sentences t o  be written: 
READ ; 
READ A BOOK; 
READ A MAGAZINE; 
READ A BOOK AND A MAGAZINE; 
READ A MAGAZINE AND A BOOK; 
READ A BOOK AND A BOOK; 
READ A MAGAZINE AND A MAGAZINE; 
If the use o f  "book" and "magazine" appeared the same way i n  several 
diagrams and represented a logical grouping, then a new syntax u n i t  
could be created. 
4 
The above diagram would then become: 
READ 
~~~~ 
hed box represents a syntax u n i t .  The syntax u n i t  on the l e f t  
iwbeihg defined i n  terms of "characters" and other syntax units.  
basic rules for u s i n g  syntax diagrams are: 
Syntax diagrams are read from l e f t  t o  r i g h t  except for feedback 
1 oops * 
i s  a connecting p q t h  and indicates t ha t  the i.nsertion 





e t t e r s  must be used as shown. 
l ines  are  a l te rna te  forward p a t h s .  
indicates the start of a return (feedback) p a t h .  
a t  the beginning of a return path indicates the 
maximum number of times a path may be taken. 
A l e t t e r  a t  the beginning of a return path indicates the number 
will be assigned a f t e r  a system i s  selected. 
Syntax notes provide semanti cal expl anati  on. 
GOAL statements terminate w i t h  a semicolon. 
A syntax diagram reference number i s  placed i n  each syntax u n i t .  
To f a c i l i t a t e  the location of any syntax diagram i n  this handbook, an 
INDEX OF SYNTAX DIAGRAMS on page 267 'lists the i n i t i a l  words of the 
diagram name, the number of the diagram, and the page where i t  is  
located. 
the letter annotations on diagram feedbacks and the appropriate def i -  
nit ion of each l e t t e r .  
A FEEDBACK LETTERS VERSUS DIAGRAM CHART on page 265 l i s t s  
1.4 STATEMENT CLASSIFICATIONS 
Each GOAL statement is  c lass i f ied  as e i t h e r  a Declaration Statement, 
a Procedural Statement, o r  a System Statement. 
1.4.1 Declaration Statements 
A Declaration Statement is  a non-test action statement t ha t  i s  required 
i n  an automated system t o  reserve storage,  supply i n i t i a l  data  con- 
d i t ions ,  or t o  declare the "type" o f  data tha t  is v a l i d  f o r  specified 
actions. Of course, i n  specifying manual procedures, most of decla- 
ration type information is  implici t  ra ther  than exp l i c i t .  Test per- 
sonnel know a meter i s  calibrated i n  cer ta in  u n i t s  and i f  the meter 
readings are used i n  computations, then care i s  exercised t o  ensure 
da ta  compati b i  1 i t y  . 
GOAL declarations may be considered as e i ther  Simple Data Declarations, 
List Declarations, o r  Table Declarations. 
provides a unique name for each data entry. 
The Simple Data Declaration 
The l i s t  s t ructure  is  used t o  assign a s ingle  name t o  a l i s t  {one 
column) of data en t r ies .  The table s t ructure  is  generally used t o  
interface the t e s t  procedure with the system under tes t  using a "rows 
and columns" format. 
tables and lists. 
Refer t o  Section I1 for more infomation on 




The allowable types are Numeric, Quantity, State ,  o r  
The four data types are defined i n  Section VI. 
The general format of a Declaration Statement i s :  
DECLARE "TYPE" " STRU CTU RE" ."ENTR I ES I' 
Example: DECLARE NUMERIC LIST (LIST 1 )  WITH 4 ENTRIES 1 ,  2, 3, 4; 
1.4.2 Procedural Statements 
Procedural Statements are the GOAL t e s t  action statements tha t  specify 
the commands t o  be issued, the execution sequence, and other s ta te -  
ments t h a t  are executed t o  perform a t e s t .  The general s t ructure  o f  
a Procedural Statement is the same as a simple imperative English sen- 
tence, w i t h  the subject understood to  be the computer. 
requirement f o r  a Procedural Statement i s  a verb; howevers most s ta te -  
ments a lso contain an object t o  receive the action. An optional 
phrase may be used t o  modify the action: 
often,  or  how long t o  perform the action. 
The minimum 
tha t  i s ,  t e l l  when, how 
Example: 
OPTIONAL MODIFIER V E R B  OBJECT 
AFTER <CLOCK> IS 
-3 HRS 30 MIN, OPEN <INLET SUPPLY VALVE) ; 
1 .4.3 Sys tem Statements 
System Statements act  as directives t o  the Language Processor (compiler/ 
t ranslator)  or t o  serve as Boundary Statements i n  signaling the 
Language Processor o f  the beginning, or  the end, of a component. 
The general format is: - VERB OBJECT 
' Example: BEGIN PROGRAM (POWER UP); 
7 
8 
SECTION 11, DECLARATION STATEMENTS 
2.0 GENERAL 
Declaration Statements are  those statements required by automatic pro- 
cessing t o  jns t ruc t  the system regarding the number of  memory storage 
units to  reserve for use by the procedure and t o  indicate the type of 
data tha t  is  t o  reside there. In i t i a l  values may be entered. GOAL 
has three types of statements fop providing this information and f o r  
assigning a name t o  a collection of storage units. 
capabili ty i s  provided fo r  assigning a name t o  a single  data entry. 
L is t  declarations allow for  the assignment of a name to  a collection 
of related data.  Table declarations allow fo r  data columns t o  be 
used re la t ive  to  one or more Function Designators. 
are  eas i ly  ident i f ied by the key word DECLARE,  which is  always the 
f i r s t  word of any Declaration Statement. 
A s ingle  declare 
These statements 
2.1 DECLARE DATA 
The simple Data Declaration Statement is used on a one-to-one, name 
versus data,  basis. 
9 
--- 
DECLARE I A T A  STATEMENT 
10 
DECLARE 
2.1.1 Decl are  Data Statement 
Examples : DECLARE NUMBER (RESULTS) ; 
DECLARE QUANTITY (OFFSET) = .5V (PUMP PRESS) ; 
DECLARE STATE (FLAG A )  = ON; 
DECLARE TEXT (ERROR MESSAGE) = (6D10 BATT VOLTAGE LOW); 
The DECLARE DATA STATEMENT is a compiler d i rec t ive  and is  used t o  as- 
s i g n  data character is t ics  t o  specif ic  names called Internal dames. 
Internal Naines defined by a DECLARE DATA STATEMENT are internal t o  
a t e s t  program and are  n o t  d i rec t ly  related to  the u n i t  under t e s t .  
All Internal Names referenced by a t e s t  program must be expl ic i t ly  
declared. 
The various da ta  charac te r i s t ics  t h a t  can be assigned t o  an Internal 
Name are:  Number, Quantity,  S ta te ,  and Text. 
A Number may be declared t o  es tabl ish an i n i t i a l  value of an Internal 
Name. An Internal Name may be supp l i ed  an i n i t i a l  value of e i ther  
a Decimal, Binary, Hexadecimal o r  Octal Number. 
A Quantity may be declared t o  es tabl ish an i n i t i a l  value a s  a Decimal 
Number followed by a Dimension iden t i f i e r ,  o r  as  a Time Value. 
A State  used as an i n i t i a l  condition, must be e i ther  ON, OFF, OPEN, 
CLOSED, TRUE or FALSE. 
17 
DECLARE 
A Text data entry ._ may be fixed i n  length, i .e .9  a Text Constant, fop 
use as a precanned program message. A Text variable may also be dec- 
lared as a specif ic  number of  characters which'may be used t o  reserve 
storage for messages tha t  are t o  be i n p u t s  t o  a tes t  procedure d u r i n g  
execution. I f  an Internal Name i s  used t o  declare reserve storage 
for  tex t  data, the number of characters must be expressed as a posit ive 
integer . 
DECLARE NUMBER ( A ) ,  ( X ) ,  ( Y ) ,  (2) = X 12A3, 
(AA)  = 0 ,  (AB)  EQUAL TO 1 ; 
DECLARE QUANTITY (PRESS A )  EQUAL TO 10 PSIA, 
(PRESS B )  EQUAL TO 1 PSIA; 
DECLARE STATE (FLAG A ) ,  (FLAG B )  (FLAG C )  = OM; 
DECLARE TEXT (TEXT 1 )  WITH A MAXIMUM OF 20 CHARACTERS, 
(TEXT 2 )  = (REPORT PROGRAM COMPLETE);  
2.2 DECLARE LISTS 
A l i s t  is  used t o  assign a single name t o  a group of related data. 
The elements are numbered, implici t ly ,  as they are entered, 1 ,  2,  --- 
through N.  Any element i n  a l i s t  may be referenced by u s i n g  the l i s t  
name and element number. In referencing, the element number may also 
be a numeric variable. 
A l i s t  i s  only fo r  data. 
d a t a  types: Numeric, Quantity, S t a t e ,  and Text. All l i s ts  require 
tha t  the comma i n  the feedback loop be used even when the actual data 
is  t o  be obtained d u r i n g  execution. A va l id i ty  check i s  performed t o  
insure tha t  'IN-1 commas" are used where "N" i s  the number of entr ies .  
A bypass i s  provided i f  no en t r ies  are  present. 
A l i s t  may - n o t  contain Function Designators. 
The  four l i s t  statements handle the four 
12 
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DECLARE NUMERIC LIST 
2.2.1 Decl are Numeric List Statement 
Examples: DECLARE NUMERIC LIST (LIST NUM) WITH 4 ENTRIES; 
DECLARE NUMERIC LIST {ROOT 3)  WITH 10 ENTRIES 1 .OOO, 
1.260, 1.442, 1.587, 1.710, 1.817, 1.9.3, 2.000, 
2.080, 2.154; 
The DECLARE NUMERIC LIST STATEMENT is a Language Processor direct ive 
and is  used t o  assign an arbi t rary name and numeric data character- 
istics t o  a l i s t  o f  data. An unsigned Integer i s  required t o  indicate 
the number o f  variables i n  the l i s t .  
en t r ies  are present. 
an i n i t i a l  value o f  a variable by setting i t  t o  a value defined by 
Number, Binary Number, Hexadecimal Number , Integer Number, or Octal 
Number. 
A bypass is  provided if no 
A numeric variable may be declared t o  es tabl ish 
Examples: DECLARE NUMERIC LIST (OCTAL LIST) WITH 8 ENTRIES 3, 49, 
X 38, T9, B101, 64, 3.8, .6; 
DECLARE NUMERIC LIST {LIST 1 )  WITH 12 ENTRIES 
,3997, , ,421 , , ,822,l ,lo, ,12; 
15 





NUMBER DECLARE- QUANTITY- LIST WITH IST STATEMENT 
--ID...-- - 0 5 m m . I P s  
DEFIWES LIST N A M E  ’ 
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DECLARE QUANTITY LIST 
2.2.2 Declare Quantity List Statement 
es: DECLARE QUANTITY LIST (LIST A )  WITH 3 ENTRIES; 
DECLARE CZUANTI'TY LIST (VOLTAGE LIST) WITH 6 ENTRIES 
28V, +0.5V -0.5V, O V ,  50V, 10  SECS; 
The DECLARE QUANTITY LIST STATEMENT i s  a Language Processor direct ive 
is used t o  assign an arbi t rary name t o  a l i s t  o f  variables o f  
SimTBlliZqr da ta  character is t ics .  A Quantity is  a Number followed by a 
Dimension. 
variables i n  the l i s t .  
An uns igned  Integer i s  rzquired t o  indicate the number of 
A bypass is provided i f  no en t r ies  a re  present. 
trantity variable may be declared t o  es tabl ish an i n i t i a l  value by 
s e t t i q  it t o  a decimal value followed by a Dimension identifier; 
(see page 200 for a l i s t  of legal dimensions). 
DECLARE QUANTITY LIST (ANALOG LIST) WITH 10 ENTRIES 200 PSIA,,,,, 
6V, ,20SECSY2HRS,2l2DEGF; 
DECLARE QUANTITY LIST (QUANTITY LIST) WITH 9 ENTRIES 24V, 10A, 
113 PSI, lOPCT,  ZOOOREV, 2400FT/SEC, 2354KT,,; 
17 












DECLARE STATE LIST 
1 DECLARATION 1,’ 
2.2.3 Declare State  List Statement 
Examples: DECLARE STATE LIST (FLAG LIST) WITH 10 ENTRIES; 
DECLARE STATE LIST (LIST STATE) WITH 6 ENTRIES 
O N ,  O N ,  ON,  OFF, OFF, O N ;  
The DECLARE STATE LIST STATEMENT is a Language Processor d i rec t ive  
and i s  used t o  name a l i s t  of variables of similar data character is t ics .  
An unsigned Integer i s  required t o  indicate the number of variables  i n  
a l i s t .  
variable may be declared fo r  use as an internal program f l a g  and may 
A bypass is  provided i f  no entries a re  present. A S ta te  
be se t  t o  an i n i t i a l  value. 
Examples: DECLARE STATE LIST (LIST A) WITH 6 ENTRIES 
TRUE, OPEN, CLOSED, FALSE, ON, OFF; 
DECLARE STATE LIST (LIST 3 )  WITH 3 ENTRIES 
OPEN, OPEN, OPEN; 
19 
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LIST DECLARE - TEXT- LIST I I T H  1 
DEFINES LIST NAME 
3 
UST BE USED IF UNDECLARED EHTRY IS LOfh’GER T H A N  




L N O  PARENTHESIS ALLOWED 
ARE SIGNIFICAWT 
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DECLARE TEXT LIST 
2.2.4 Declare Text List Statement 
Examples: DECLARE TEXT LIST (INPUT) WITH 2 ENTRIES WITH A 
MAXIMUM OF 25 CHARACTERS; 
DEClARE TEXT LIST (OPERATOR INSTRUCTION) WITH 2 
ENTRIES (PLACE SWITCHES INDICATED) )r 
(*PREFLIGHT TM CAL IN PROGRESS *); 
The DECLARtl TEXT LIST STATEMENT i s  a Lmguage Processor direct ive 
and i s  used t o  name a l i s t  of Text d a t a .  An unsigned Integer i s  
required t o  indicate the number of variables i n  the l i s t .  A bypass 
is provided i f  no en t r ies  are present. A Text vari.able may be dec- 
lared for use as a program message or may be used t o  reserve storage 
for i n p u t  messages during program executi.on. 
reserve storage,  the number o f  characters i s  expressed as an unsigned 
Integer. 
entry is longer then the longest declared message. 
If a Name is used t o  
The unsigned Integer is required only i f  an undeclared 
Examples: DECLARE TEXT LIST (DISPLAY MESSAGE) WITH 5 ENTRIES 
(*PREFLIGHT TM CAL IN PROGRESS"), 
("PREFLIGHT 00 LEVEL IN PROGRESS*), 
(*PREFLIGHT 25 LEVEL IN PROGRESS"), 
(*PREFL?GHT 50 LEVEL IN PROGRESS*), 
(*PREFLIGHT 100 LEVEL IN PROGRESS*) ; 
21 
DECLARE TEXT LIST 
DECLARE TEXT LIST (INPUT OUTPUT MESS) WITH 6 ENTRIES , , , 
(PLACE ABOVE SWITCHES AS INDICATED), (SWITCH SCAN IN 




2.3 DECLARE TABLES 
A table-is used when a group of Function Designators is ,  coi lect ively,  
assigned a name. 
available in the Language Processor by 'the Data Bank. A tabJe can be 
visualized i n  the conventional row/column format w i t h  Function Desig- 
Function Designators a re  system names and are  made 
nators framing the rows and w i t h  Column Names heading the columns. 
These items are  fixed items and may no t  be manipulated d u r i n g  execution. 
Data is  entered via a Declaration Statement a row a t  a time. There i s  
a comma required t o  signal the end of the row. 
definit ion of a table  w i t h o u t  data columns and a table  of one data 
T h i s  assures unique 
column where the data i s  n o t  specified.  A Table Name must be unique, 
t h a t  i s ,  a Table Name can reference only one table  w i t h i n  a GOAL com- 
ponent. Column Names must also be unique w i t h i n  a GOAL component. 
1 
DESIGNATOR 
Row 1 FUNCTION 
2 
Row 2 FUNCTION 
DESIGNATOR 
3 
Row 3 FUNCTION 
DESIGNATOR 




























WITH f. ERIC - T A B L E  E 
ECLARE A 
T A B L E  STATE 
---..PI 
FEEDBACK 
2 ENTRIES 3 
FEEDBACK 
3 
NUMBER OF COLU MS MUST BE ZERO 
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DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE 
2.3.1 Declare Numeric Table Statement 
les :  DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE (HIGH LOW R U N )  WITH 3 ROWS AND 
4 COLUMNS TITLED 
(HIGH), (LOW), ( R U N ) ,  (CUR)  WITH ENTRIES 
<Ef GG CHAMBER P , 1000.1, 1.0,  500.0, , 
<E2 GG CHAMBER P .9, 500.0, 9 
E3 GG CHAMBER P 1.2,  500.0, ; 
The DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE STATEMENT i s  used t o  assign an a rb i t ra ry  
nam t o  a numeric table containing information pertaining t o  Specified 
Funct ion Designators. The Table Name must be unique w i t h i n  a GOAL 
onent. A Table Name i s  an internal variable and is  used as an 
i n d i r e c t  l i n k a g e  for  the Function Designators included i n  the table .  
For example: A READ STATEMENT t h a t  re fe rs  t o  a specif ic  Table Name 
will read the t e s t  conditions of the activated Function Designators 
contained w i t h i n  the tab le ,  and not the contents of the table .  
Unsigned Integers are required t o  indicate the number o f  rows and 
columns contained within a table .  The Language Processor will verify 
that the indicated numbers equal the number o f  rows and columns used. 
Columns may or  may not be t i t l e d ,  b u t  i f  one column is assigned a 
name a f l  other columns w i t h i n  the table  mus t  be t i t l e d .  Column Names 
must be unique. Columns w i t h i n  other tables i n  the same GOAL component 
. .  
27 . 
DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE 
cannot have the same Column Name. 
A Function Designator is required t o  s t a r t  each row and may be used to  
ident i fy  tha t  row. 
Data locations w i t h i n  a table  may be set  t o  an i n i t i a l  value as  des- 
cribed by the Nuiiiber or  Number Pattern syntax diagrams. 
may also be used t o  reserve storage which is t o  be used during pro- 
gram execution t o  save data.  
Data locations 
Examples: DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE (LIMIT TABLE) WITH 5 ROWS AND 2 
COLUMNS TITLED 
(cot 11, (COL 2) WITH ENTRIES 
< E l  LOX TURBINE ?> , 2000.1 , 0.4, 
< E2 LOX TURBINE P> 2010.2, 0.2, 
< E4 LOX TURBINE P> , 2003.1, 0.2, 
< E5 LOX TURBINE P> , 2011.9, -0.1 ; 
< E3 LOX TURBINE P> , 2002.4, 0.6, 
28 
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DECLARE TITY TABLE STATEM EPIT 
DECLARE - QUAWTITY-TABLE WITH - 1 
3 
---e 
DEFINES TABLE FBA 
1 WOWS AND COLU 2 
FEEDBACK REQUIRED 
-e- 
2 WITH - ENTRIES 
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DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE 
2.3.2 Decl ape ~~~~~i t y  Tab1 e Statement 
Examples :  DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE (MAIN FUEL FLOW) WITH 5 ROWS 
AND 3 COLUMNS WITH ENTRIES 
E l  MAIN FUEL , 0.1 PPS, 300.1 PPS, 
<E2  MAIN FUEL> , 0.3 PPS, 300.2 PPS, , 
E3 MAIN FUEL> 0.4 PPS, 300.1 PPS, , 
<E4 MAIN FUEL) 0.2 PPS, 300.1 PPS, 
ES MAIN FUEL ) , 0.1 PPS, 299.8 PPS, ; 
DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE (TURBINE DATA TABLE) WITH 2 ROWS 
AND 4 COLUMNS TITLED (TURBINE OUTLET PRESSURE), 
(TURBINE INLET PRESSURE) , (TURBINE OUTLET TEMP), 
(TURBINE INLET TEMP) , WITH ENTRIES<LOX TURBINE 
NO l >  , , , ,<LOX TURBINE NO 2) , , , ; 
The ~ € & ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ A ~ I T Y  TABLE STATEMENT is  used t o  assign an arbi t rary 
name t o  a table of variables w i t h  s imilar data character is i tcs .  A 
T a b l e  M 
gram. 
w i t h i n  a gable, A second upsigned Integer i s  necessary t o  declare the 
st be unique as are a l l  other names w i t h i n  a test pro- 
unsigned Integer is  required t o  declare the number o f  rows 
number  columns w i t h i n  a table.  The Language Processor will insure 
er or rows and columns declared equal the number of rows 
s w i t h i n  a table  may be set t o  an i n i t i a l  value as 
31 
DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE 
descr ibed  by Qu t i t y  syntax diagram. 
?.?orage may be declared for use dur ing  program execut ion  by t a k i n g  the 
bypass around the  data  entry. 
Examples : DECLW ~ ~ ~ ~ I T Y  TABLE (EDS SWITCH POINT) WITH 3 ROWS AND 
(HIGH), (LOW) WITH ENTRIES 
<EDS SWITCH POINT I >  , 28.0V, 0.0, 
<EDS SWITCH POINT 2> , 28.1V, 0.1, 
<EDS SWITCH PO 28.3V, 0.2; 
DECLARE QUANTIT~ TABLE (TINE) WITH 2 ROWS AND 2 COLUMNS TITLED 
(CLOCK), (GMT) WITH ENTRIES 
< C L O C K l >  , -2 NRS 30 MINS, 10 tlRS 33 MINS, 




D E C L A R E  - S T A T E -  T A B L E  A M €  WITH 
--&=E.- 
DEFINES T A B L E  ~~~E ’ 
--- 
2 WITH - ENTRIES 
-.I)- 
---- 
~ U N C T ~ O ~  
DESIGNATOR 
.. . .P--il 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS MUST BE ZERO 
DECLARE STATE TABLE 
-- 
2.3.3 Dec7 are State Tab1 e Statement 
Examples: DECLARE STATE TABLE (THRUST OK) WITH 5 ROWS AND 3 COLUMNS 
TITtED (THRUST O K ) ,  (THRUST NOT O K ) ,  (STATE) WITH ENTRIES 
<THRUST OK 1El> , ON, OFF, , 
< THRUST O K  1 EZ> ON, OFF, , 
< THRUST OK 1E3) , ON, OFF, , 
< THRUST OK 1 E4) , ON, OFF , 
<THRUST OK 1 ~ 5 >  ON, OFF, ; 
The E C L A R E  STATE TABLE STATEMENT is used t o  assign an a rb i t ra ry  name 
to  a t a b l e  o f  variables w i t h  State  data character is t ics .  A Table Name 
must be unique. A Table Name i s  an internal variable and may be used 
i n  an External Test Action Statement (see Procedural Statement) t o  
reference tkst points on the system under t e s t .  
Statement that re fers  t o  a Table Name will resu l t  i n  the activated 
Franctian Designators l i s t e d  i n  tha t  table being issued t o  the system 
under test  i n  the indicated s t a t e .  
For example: A Set 
An unsigned Integer i s  required t o  declare the number o f  rows, an 
addi t ional  unsigned Integer i s  required t o  declare the number of 
col m s  (. 
s may or may not be t i t l e d ,  b u t  i f  a column is assigned a name 
a l l  other columns w i t h i n  the table  must be t i t led.  Column names must 
DECLARE STATE TABLE 
b e  u n i q u e .  
The  d a t a  p o s i t i o n s  o f  a tab le  may be se t  t o  a n  i n i t i a l  s ta te .  
p o s i t i o n s  may h a v e  d a t a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  as d e s c r i b e d  by OPEN, CLOSED, 
TRUE, FALSE, ON,  or OFF. 
The  da t a  
Examples  : DECLAR STATE TABLE (CONTROL SOLENOID TABLE) w i t h  3 ROWS 
AND 2 COLUMNS WITH ENTRIES 
E CONTROL SOLENOID> , , , 
E CONTROL SOLENOID> , , , 
E CONTROL SOLENOID) , , ; 
DECLARE STATE TABLE {LIMIT SWITCH) WITH 10 ROWS AND 4 
COLUMNS WITH ENTRIES 
< L l R i T  SNITCH FUEL NO 1 E ? >  O N ,  OFF, ON,  OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO 2E l>  , OFF, O N ,  O N ,  OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO 1E2> , O N ,  OFF, O N ,  OFF, 
IT SWITCH FUEL NO 2E2> , OFF, O N ,  ON,  OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO l E 3 >  , O N ,  OFF, ON, OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO 2E3) , OFF, O N ,  ON,  OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO lE4> , ON, OFF, O N ,  OFF, 
IT SWITCH FUEL NO 2E4) , OFF, ON,  ON, OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO lE5) , ON, OFF, ON,  OFF, 
I T  SWITCH FUEL NO 2E5) , OFF, ON,  O N ,  OFF; 
3 6  
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DECLARETEXT TABLE STATEMENT 
._ 
FEEDBACK REQUIRED 
MBER COLUMNS - 1) 
TEXT COMSTMT 
L N O  PARENTHESIS ALLOWED 
ARE SIGNIFICANT 
. . . 
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DECLARE T ~ X T  ABLE 
2.3.4 Declare Text Table Statement 
Examples: DECLARE TEXT TABLE (MESSAGE TABLE) WITH 2 ROUS AND 1 COLUMN 
TITLED 
(MESSAGE A )  WITH ENTRIES 
, (SNITCH SCAB IN PROGRESS) I) 
, (PLACE ABOVE SWITCHES AS INDICATED); 
< 224 DISPLAY 335) 
< 224 DISPLAY B42 > 
The DECLARE TEXT TABLE STATEMENT is  used t o  assign an a rb i t ra ry  name 
t o  a table  of messages. A Table Name m u s t  be unique. 
An unsigned Integer i s  used t o  declare the number of rows, another un-  
signed Integer is  used t o  declare the number of columns. The Language 
Processor will verify tha t  the number of rows and columns declared 
equal the number used i n  the table .  
Columns may be assigned an arbi t rary name, b u t  if one column is  t i t l e d  
a l l  columns i n  the table must be t i t l e d .  Column Names are used as 
an ident i f ie r  for a specif ic  column, and m u s t  be unique. 
A Function Designator is  required t o  s t a r t  each row and is used as an 
- ident i f ie r  fo r  a specif ic  row. 
A Text Constant may be declared and used as a precanned message. 
Storage may also be reserved f o r  execution time i n p u t ,  by taking the 
bypass around the Text Constant entry. I f  the number of characters i n  
39 
DECLARE T E X T  TABLE 
an undeclared en t ry  is greater  than the number of  characters i n  a de- 
clared message, t h e  maximum number o f  characters i n  the longest unde-  
clared message m s t  be entered as  an unsigned Integer. 
entr ies  are present i n  the  tab le ,  the maximum number o f  characters 
inus t be i ndi cateef . 
A l s o ,  i f  no 
Examples: DECLARE T E X T  T A B L E  ( I N P U T  T A B L E )  WITH 2 ROWS AND 1 COLUMN 
T I T L E D  
( I N P U T  MESSAGE) WITH E N T R I E S  
<224 DISPLAY A21)  ; Y 
<224 DISPLAY A 2 8 )  WITH A MAXIMUM OF 32 CHARACTERS; 
DECLARE T E X T  T A B L E  (MESSAGE TABLE NO. 1) WITH 4 ROWS AND 
2 COLUMNS T I T L E D  
(MESS l ) ,  (MESS 2 )  WITH E N T R I E S  
<224 MESS A32 > 1 Y 
<224 MESS A31 > Y Y 
<224 MESS A32 > , 9 9 
<224 MESS A33 > 9 
M I T H  W ~ I ~ U ~  OF 10 CHARACTERS; 
40 
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i 
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SECTION 111, PROCEDURAL STATEMENTS 
3 .O 
Procedural Statements are  executable statements. These statements 
control the tes t ing  sequence by i s s u i n g  commands, acquiring d a t a  from 
t h e  s$s,terfi under t e s t ,  control 1 ing the internal program execution 
sequence, and manipulating data. 
The Procedural Statements are functionally grouped and are presented 
i n  t h e  following order: 
EXTERNAL TEST ACTION 





3.1 . PROCEDURAL STATEMENTS PREFIX 
The Procedural Statements are  the only statements t h a t  may have a 
statement prefix.  
a Statement Number and t o  be executed based on a variety o f  conditions. 
I t  i s  this prefix t h a t  allows a statement t o  have 
Because the statement prefix i s  optional for any Procedural Statement, 
t h e  composition and capabi l i t i es  of the statement prefix a re  discussed 
prior t o  the individual Procedural Statement. The Procedural State- 
ment  Prefix has three optional capabi l i t ies :  the Statement Number, 
. Time Prefix,  and the Verify Prefix. 
The Statement Number, i f  used, must be the f irst  entry i n  a statement. 
It precedes the Time Prefix and the Verify Prefix. 
are used t o  ident i fy  a specif ic  Procedural Statement, and therefore,  
Statement Numbers 
43 
must be unique. The Language Processor will f l ag  as an e r ror  any mul -  
t i p l e  defined Statement Numbers. 
referenced as  many times as necessary. 
However, a Statement Number may be 
By convention, i t  is recom- 
mended tha t  Statement Numbers be used i n  ascending order. 
enhance procedure review. 
T h i s  will 
The Time Prefix cannot precede a Statement Number. The Time Prefix 
provides for  synchronization of execution of a Procedural Statement 
w i  t h  an external cl ock . 
execution u n t i l  a specif ic  Time Value is  reached or passed. 
remaining portion of the statement may contain a Verify Prefix. 
Synchronization is achi eved by del ayi ng 
The 
The Verify Prefix,  i f  used, cannot precede a Statement Number or Time 
Prefix. The Veri fy Prefix provides a condi t i  onal t ransfer  capabi 1 i t y  
depending upon the resu l t s  of a comparison type t e s t .  
3.1.1 External Test Action 
The External Test Action Statements a re  those statements t ha t  provide 
an interface w i t h  the system under t e s t .  
a lso includes the necessary statements f o r  communication between tes t  
T h i s  group of statements 
engineer/computer system, computer system/computer system, and t e s t  
system/computer system. The External Test Action Statements a re  sub-  
divided in to  Command and Response categories. 
3.  I .2 Command Statements 
The Comnand Statements are  those statements t ha t  stimulate the system 
under test. The test points on the system under t e s t  a re  defined as 
Function Designators. Function Designators a re  i terns which interface 
via the Data Bank w i t h  the system under t e s t .  A t e s t  point receiving 
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a command issued by this subgroup must be specified as a load type 
Function Designator. A Function Designator used i n  the RECORD DATA 
STATEMENT may be e i ther  a load o r  system type, depending upon the 
individual test  point. The External Designator syntax diagram allows 
referencing of e i ther  a single Function Designator or a group o f  
Function Designators. 
The Command Statements consist  of the following statements: 
APPLY ANALOG STATEMENT 
ISSUE DIGITAL PATTERN STATEMENT 
SET DISCRETE STATEMENT 
RECORD DATA STATEMENT 
45 
APPLY ANALOG STATEMENT 
--e-- ---- APPLY 




3.1 . Z . l  Apply Analog Statement 
Examples: APPLY 10V TO 
SEND (POUER) 
The APPLY ANALOG STATEMENT provides fo r  an analog stimuli t o  be sent  
t o  a system under t e s t .  A Quantity or  an Internal Name identifying a 
Quantity may be sent  t o  the system under t e s t  by this statement. The 
Language Processor will verify tha t  the data referenced i n  this s ta te -  
ment was previously declared t o  be a Numeric or' Quantity type. 
Quant-a'ty may be specified,  and i t  may be sent to  one o r  more Function 
Designators, o r  several Quantities may be specified and sent  t o  several 
Function Designators. 
equal the  number o f  Function Designators in the statement, o r  i n  
referenced tables .  She quant i t ies  will be applied, i n  the order i n  
One 
In this option the number of Quantities must 
which they appear i n  the statement, t o  the Function Designators as  
they appear i n  the same statement, o r  i n  re.fereneed tables.  The 
Language Processor will verify a one-to-one relationship of Function 
Designators t o  the Quantities t o  be applied. I t  will also verify 
that t h e  l i s t e d  Function Designators i n  this option a re  load type 
Data Bank resident items. When this statement i s  used to  s e t  the 
present value of one device t o  another, the processor will verify the 
devices a re  analog type devices and then generate an equivalent "READ" 
the f i rs t  Function Designator followed by a ''SEND" t o  the 
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corresponding Function Desi gnator - The first Function Designator (s) 
i n  t h i s  option must be specified i n  the, Data Bank as sensor types. 
The second Function Designator(s) must be specified as  load types. 
Examples: SEND 1 O V  T O  POHER SELECTOR l >  , POMER SELECTOR 9 
A P P L Y  l O V ,  5V, 1 5 V  T O  <POWER BUS 1 , <POWER BUS z 
<POWER BUS 3> ; 
APPLY PRESENT VALUE OF<POWER' BUS I >  TO <POWER BUS z> ; 
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3.1.2.2 Issue Digital Pattern Statement 
Examples: ISSUE <S4B SWITCH SELECTOR CH 
ISSUE B 711 110 101 100 011 TO 
The ISSUE DIGITAL PATTERN STATEMENT issues a d ig i t a l  pattern t o  a 
system under test .  A Number Pattern or  an Internal Name declared as  
umber Pattern may be issued t o  the system under t e s t .  The Langbage 
Processor will verify t h a t  the referenced Internal Name was previously 
declared as numeric data.  If more than one Number Pattern is t o  be 
is-sued t o  more than one Function Designator, the f i rs t  Number Pattern 
will be issued t o  the f i r s t  Funct ion Designator, e tc .  In the case of 
a t a b l e  the f irst  Number Pattern specified will be issued t o  the f i r s t  
Row Designator. T h i s  type of one-to-one correspondence will continue 
until the l a s t  Number Pattern is issued. An inactive row will not be 
issued. 
nators. 
One Number Pattern may be issued to  several Function Desig- 
Mhen this statement i s  used t o  issue the present value of one 
device t o  another, the processor will verify the devices a re  capable 
o f  this  type operation and then generate an equivalent "READ" from the 
first Function Designator(s) followed by an "ISSUE" t o  the correspon- 
ding Function Designator(s). 
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Examples: ISSUE (OCTAL SEVENS), (OCTAL ONES) TO 
<PANEL LIGHTS 32 > *,<PANEL LIGHTS 3i> ; 



























3.1.2.3 Set Discrete Statement 
Exampl es : SET < POWER SELECTOR > TO (PRELAUNCH) ; 
TURN ON <CUTOFF RESET > FOR 3 MSECS; 
OPEN <LOX WENT VALVE 1 > , < L O X  WENT VALVE 2) ; 
The SET DISCRETE STATEMENT allows discrete  (ON/OFF) type States  t o  be 
sent t o  the system under t e s t .  
fied a s  a load discrete  type command. 
The Function Designator m u s t  be speci- 
T h i s  is the only Command State- 
ment t ha t  allows a Time Value controlling the duration of the action. 
After the time delay has expired then the complement s t a t e  is  issued. 
The hos t  component will then continue execution w i t h  the next sequen- 
t i a l  statement. 
T h i s  statement can be used t o  control such items as  panel indicators,  
equipment power, and other bi-s ta te  u n i t s ,  where a very small Time 
Value is  required. 
During automatic execution, this statement can also be used i n  se t t ing  
system indicators (flags) t o  be used by another program a t  some sub- 
sequent p o i n t  i n  testing. 
In the Data Bank the Language Processor will verify tha t  data refer- 
enced i n  this statement was previously declared t o  be State  type. 
T h i s  statement may be used t o  s e t  a test  clock t o  a specified Time 
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Value. Time devices are special and are specified accordingly in the 
Data Bank 
When the statement i s  used t o  s e t  the present value of one device to 
another, the processor will verify the devices are discrete type de- 
vices and t h e n  generate an equivalent "READ" from the first Function 
Dssignator(s) followed by a "SET" t o  the corresponding Funct ion Desig- 
nator(s) .  
The key words "TURN ON" and "TURN OFF" are no t  valid f o r  mechanical 
type Function Designators. 
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RECORD DATA STATEMENT 
D I S P L A Y  PIP.---- R E C O R D  
STAT EM E HT 
D A T A  PRfPIT I ----- RECORD 
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3.1.2.4 Record Data Statement 
Examples: DISPLAY TEXT (ALL SYSTEMS READY FOR PObJER TRANSFER) TO 
RECORD (INTERNAL TIME) TO < M A G  2-5 
The RECORD DATA STATEMENT provides for  the o u t p u t  of information t o  
selected peripheral equipment. T h i s  includes formating and displaying 
of a message containing quantities whose values are  dependent on run  
time conditions. Information may be recorded on a CRT display, mag- 
net ic  tape, a pr inter ,  or any other recording device. The Language 
Processor w i  11 verify tha t  the Function Designators referenced i n  the 
RECORD DATA STATEMENT are compatible w i t h  the key words Print and Dis- 
play. 
Function Designator. 
the Function Designator, < LINE PRINTER >, i s  considered a legal 
combination(s). 
therefore cannot be given a t  this time. 
When RECORD is  used the output device is  determined by the 
For example, the use of the key word, P r i n t ,  w i t h  
The legal combination(s) is  system dependent and 
If several messages are  specified w i t h i n  this statement, as provided 
for by the feedback loop ,  a l l  messages will be recorded on a l l  refer-  
enced Function Designators. 
present value of one device to  another, the processor will verify the 
devices are capable of i n p u t i n g  data t o  the computer and then i t  will 
generate an equivalent "READ" from the first Function Designator followed 
EIhen th is  statement i s  used t o  record the 
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by a "RECORD" t o  t h e  corresponding Funct ion Des igna tor .  
The comma i n d i c a t e s  an end o f  l i n e  and a l lows  for forma-tting of o u t p u t  
d a t a .  
comma will be s t a r t e d  on the next l ine.  
The c o m a  will n o t  be recorded ,  b u t  the d a t a  fo l lowing  t h e  
Examples : RECORD TEXT (POWER TRANSFER TEST COMPLETE), 
TEXT (INTERMAL MEASUREMENTS WERE RECORDED AS) 
TEXT (VOLTAGE=) ( INTERNAL VOLTS) 
TEXT (AMPS=) (AMP) TO<LINE PRINTER) , 
<LOG TAPE) ,<CRT 2> ; 
<LINE PRINTER) ; 
RECORD PRESENT VALUE OF <CDC > TO <CRT 1 > 
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3 . 1 . 3  Response Statements 
The Response Statements a re  those statements t ha t  acquire data from the 
system under t e s t .  The t e s t  point used fo r  the acquisit ion o f  data must 
be specified as a sensor type Function D6signator. A Function Desig- 
nator used i n  the REQUEST KEYBOARD STATEMENT may be e i the r  a sensor 
or  system type. 




REQUEST KEYBOARD STATEMENT 
AVERAGE ST f 
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3.1.3.1 Average Statement 
Examples: AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 
10 READINGS OF IU COOLANT TEMPERATURE 
SAVE AS (COOLANT TEMP); 
5 READINGS OF E4 HELIUM TANK P 
AS ( H E  TANK PRESSURE); 
The AVERAGE STATEMENT provides a convenient means of averaging a mea- 
surement o r  a group of measurements acquired from a system under  test. 
The resuit of this statement i s  defined as a simple mathematical 
average, the sum o f  the measurements of a test p o i n t  d iv ided  by the 
number o f  times the t e s t  p o i n t  i s  read. 
i s  stored as an Internal Name. There i s  no provis ion  t o  speci.fy a 
time delay between readings. The time de l ta  between readings i s  a 
function of the test  system. If a time delay is  required between 
measurements, the READ STATEMENT and LET EQUAL STATEMENT used i n  con- 
nection w i t h  the DELAY STATEMENT can be used t o  achieve these results. 
The AVERAGE STATEMENT s h o u l d  be used only on a measurement t h a t  i s  
re1 a t i  vely stab1 e.  
The result of th is statement 
If a table  o f  Function Designators is  t o  be read and averaged, the 
active Function Designator of each row is acquired the number of times 
,indicated and averaged. 
a t a b l e ,  are done sequentially. 
i n  the same table  tha t  the Function Designators are i n .  
Readings of Function Designators, l i s t e d  i n  




value of each active Function Designator i s  stored i n  the ident i f ied 
column, i n  a row corresponding t o  i t s  row number, i f  a row i s  n o t  
specified.  The Language Processor will verify tha t  the data charac- 
teri sti cs of the Function Designator i s  compatible w i  t h  the data 
character is t ics  of the Internal Name. The data character is t ics  of an 
Internal Name are described by a Declaration Statement, while the 
data charac te r i s t ic  o f  a Function Designator is defined i n  the Data 
Bank. An unsigned Integer i s  required t o  indicate the number o f  
readings t o  be averaged. 
Examples: AVERAGE 10 READINGS OF (AVERAGE TABLE) AND SAVE AS 
COLUMN 3; 
AVERAGE 20 READINGS (ANALOG TABLE) AND SAVE AS (AVERAGE 
TABLE) COLUMN (RESULTS) ; 
simple and r e s t r i c t ive  w i t h  uncertain time del tas  between 
: The capabili ty o f  this statement should be recognized as 1 
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3.1.3.2 Read Statement 
Examples: READ < PC STAGE INLET PRESSURE > AND SAVE AS (INLET 
PRESSURE) ; 
MEASURE < IU COOLANT TEMPERATURE AND SAVE AS (COOLANT 
TEMP 1 ; 
The READ STATEMENT acquires data from the system under t e s t  and s tores  
tha t  data as  internal program data. Mathematical calculations can 
then be performed on the internal data if  desired. 
be used f o r  recording purposes. 
T h i s  data may also 
The Funct ion  Designator mlist be described i n  an active Data Bank a t  
the time the READ STATEMENT i s  compiled by the Language Processor. 
The data charac te r i s t ic  o f  the Function Designator, as described i n  the 
Data Bank, m u s t  be compatible w i t h  the data character is t ics  o f  the 
Internal Name as described by a Declaration Statement. 
If one Function Designator is  read i n t o  a table i n  which only a column 
is specified,  the data read will be stored i n  a l l  the data locations 
i n  the column. 
If several Function Designators, as described i n  a tab le ,  are read, the 




During the execution of-a READ STATEMENT involving tables  the f i r s t  
Function Designator l i s t e d  w i t h i n  the table  will be read. Th i s  data 
will be stored in the f i r s t  data location i n  the recei i ing t a b l e / l i s t ,  
The second Function Designator will be read into the second data l o -  
cation i n  the specified co?umn/list. This procedure continues u n t i l  
a l l  Function Designators, which are  act ive,  have been read. 
Caut ion:  In reading data from a system under t e s t  in to  a table i n  
which a column and a row are specified,  the data read will 
be stored i n  the one data location, T h i s  data location will 
contain the data from the l a s t  activated Function Designator, 
l i s t e d  i n  the tab le ,  a f t e r  the execution of such a READ 
STATEMENT. 
Examples: READ (TABLE A)  FUNCTIONS AND SAVE AS (CURRENT VALUE}; 
MEASURE < IU COOLANT TEMPERATURE > AND SAVE AS (PRESENT 
STORAGE TABLE) <xu COOLANT TEMPERATURE> 










3 . 1 . 3 . 3  Request Keyboard Statement 
Examples: REQUEST TEXT (DEGREES OF PITCH) FROM 
AS (DEGREES PITCH); 
REQUEST ENTRY FROM AND SAVE AS (TM CAL MODE); 
The REQUEST KEYBOARD STATEMENT allows the test  procedure t o  request 
data from a test  operator, and save the i n p u t  f o r  l a t e r  use. One 
option allows a Text Constant t o  be displayed o r  printed t o  the test  
operator. A message may be inserted d i r ec t ly  i n  the statement or i t  
may be referenced by an Internal Name. Following the display of the 
message t o  the t e s t  operator, the t e s t  program will  wait u n t i l  the 
operator enters an i n p u t  message. The i n p u t  message will then be 
stored as an Internal Name, which is  ident i f ied i n  the statement. 
REQUEST ENTRY option does not allow f o r  a message to  be displayed 
and is  generally not used i n  connection w i t h  a display system. T h i s  
option may be used t o  support a te le type,  t e s t  panel, e t c .  To accept 
i n p u t s  from a t e s t  panel, the statement would indicate by a l i g h t  t ha t  
the operator i s  t o  take some action. In t h i s  case the operator may 
be requested t o  depress a labeled l i g h t  o r  position a switch on the 
test  panel. 
The 
T h i s  type of i n p u t  will also be saved as an Internal 
Name. 
The data character is t ics  o f  the Internal Name a re  defined by a Declar- 
ation Statement. In this statement the.data  character is t ics  cannot be 
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verified by the Language Processor for compati b i  7 i ty .  The system w i  11 
attempt t o  validate i n p u t  data as t o  i t s  character is t ics .  
Examples : REQUEST ENTRi' FROM TEST PANEL 5 )  AND SAVE AS (PANEL 5 
INPUTS) COLUMN 3; 
REQUEST TEXT (CAL DATA FOR ENGINE NO. 2 START TANK) AND 
SAVE AS (CAL TABLE) ROW 7 COLUMN 3;  
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Internal Sequence Control Statements a re  those statements t ha t  con- 
1 the order i n  which statements are  executed. The group o f  s t a t e -  
nds t h a t  make up the Internal Sequence Control Statements are:  
DELAY STATEMENT 
GO TO STATEMENT 
STOP STATEMENT 
TEFMINATE STATEMENT 
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3.2.1 Delay Statement 
Examples: DELAY 5 SECS; 
SIVB 3200 PSIA SUP VENT 
The DELAY STATEMENT allows a delay i n  the execution of the next se- 
quential statement. 
no statements i n  the component, i n  which the DELAY STATEMENT appears, 
will be executed. Execution always continues w i t h  the next sequential 
During the time the specified delay is  i n  e f f ec t ,  
s ta tezent .  
Both conditional and unconditional delays a re  allowed. In the condi- 
tional delay option, the Language Processor will verify tha t  the speci- 
f ied  Function Designators are compatible w i t h  the type of comparison 
tes t ing required. 
specified Function Designators. During execution the data acquired 
from the "READ" is then compared to  the conditions specified i n  the 
Comparison Test. 
I t  will  t h e n  generate an equivalent "READ" from the 
If the conditions are  not met, the "READ" i s  performed 
again. The new data is  then compared. T h i s  process continues u n t i l  
the conditions are  met o r  unti l  the Time Value has expired, provided 
tha t  a Time Value was specified.  
I 
The unconditional delay option will cause a delay i n  the execution o f  
a component, a t  l e a s t ,  u n t i l  a specified time has expired. 
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Examples: MAPT 110 S E C S  OR U N T I L  <GN 750 P S I A  BLEED V L V )  IS 
CLOSED ; 




GOTO STATEMENT - _  
STEP NUMBER 
"S" WILL BE PRIHTED AS ''STEP'' 
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3.2.2 Go To Statement 
Examples: GOT0 S20; 
GO TO STEP 30; 
The GO TO STATEMENT provides unconditional branching w i t h i n  a t e s t  
program. After executing a GO TO STATEMENT, control i s  passed t o  the 
statement tha t  is  referenced by the Statement Number, following the 
verb. A GO TO STATEMENT is  generally used a t  the end of a sequence 
o f  statements t h a t  represent a logical blocking of a test  function, 
and ac ts  t o  d i r ec t  the computer t o  some other po r t ion  of the t e s t  pro- 
gram. Statement Numbers specified by a GO TO STATEMENT must be defined 
w i t h i n  the boundaries of a GOAL component; i . e . ,  lllocalir t o  the com- 
ponent. A GO TO STATEMENT cannot be used t o  t ransfer  control t o  a 
statement t ha t  is  outside the boundaries of the component, as i n  a 
subroutine. 
The l e t t e r  "S" may be used as an abbreviation for  the word STEP and 
i t  will be p r i n t e d  as STEP by the Language Processor. 
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STEP NUMBER 
f 6”s” WILL 
5 
---I 
BE PRINTED AS ‘‘STEP’’ 
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3 . 2 . 3  Repeat Statement 
Examples: REPEAT STEP 30; 
REPEAT STEP 5 THROUGH STEP 7 ;  
The REPEAT STATEMENT allows repet i t ion of a s ingle  statement or a 
group of statements. Any single Procedural Statement w i t h  a Statement 
Number may be repeated. 
as necessary as indicated by an unsigned Integer number. 
ation of Procedural Statements i n  a sequence may be repeated. 
only requirement i s  tha t  the f i r s t  and l a s t  statements of the sequence 
must have Statement Numbers. The f i rs t  Statement Number and the second 
Statement Number i n  the REPEAT STATEMENT diagram must reference the 
f i r s t  and las t  statements of the repeat loop respectively. 
The statement may be repeated as many times 
Any combin- 
The 
The f i rs t  
and l a s t  statements form the boundaries of a repeat loop. 
w i t h i n  the repeat loop will be executed i n  the normal fashion. 
ching may be used inside a repeat loop .  
t ransfer  control outside the repeat loop, the REPEAT STATEMENT will 
lose control a t  this point and the e f f ec t  of the repeat w i l l  be can- 
Statements 
Bran- 
If branching i s  used t o  
celled. 
uted,  the original REPEAT STATEMENT will have no e f fec t .  A REPEAT 
STATEMENT may be embedded i n  a repeat loop t o  form a nested repeat 
loop. 
The  next time the l a s t  statement i n  the repeat loop i s  exec- 
The sequence of statements to  be repeated can e i the r  precede 
o r  follow the REPEAT STATEMENT. A REPEAT STATEMENT cannot appear 
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within the bounds of the repeat grouping i t  i n i t i a t e s .  
PEAT STGTEMENT cannot reference i tsel  f .  
Also, a RE- 
_ _  
Examples: REPEAT STEP 1000 THROUGH STEP 1100 FOR 20 TIMES; 








3 . 2 . 4  Stop Statement 
Exampl es : STOP ; 
STOP AND INDICATE RESTART LABELS S100, S200; 
The STOP STATEMENT provides manual intervention capabili ty d u r i n g  
execution of a t e s t  program. 
t ions;  the res t r ic ted  and the unrestricted r e s t a r t  points of a test 
program. The res t r ic ted  mode allows the test program to  be restar ted 
only a t  preselected p o i n t s .  The preselected p o i n t s  a re  determSnzd by 
the t e s t  engineer a t  coding time. Dur ing  the execation of this s t a t e -  
ment the program will stop execution a f t e r  i t  has displayed a tu tor ia l  
message to  the test  operator indicating the res t r ic ted  mode and the 
r e s t a r t  options tha t  are available. The tes t  operator then has the 
option of selecting one r e s t a r t  point from the indicated r e s t a r t  po in t s .  
The STOP STATEMENT has two primary op- 
The unrestricted mode allows the test program t o  be res tar ted a t  any 
Procedural Statement w i t h i n  the t e s t  procedure. With  this option the 
test wri ter  does not control the restart point a t  coding time.. Ex- 
ncorporating this option i n  a t e s t  
n a test  program could have a serious 
the t e s t  program. 
treme caution 
program. Arb 
e f f ec t  on the 
should be used when 
t r a ry  branching w i t h  
system under t e s t  o r  
During execution o f  t h i s  option an 
be displayed t o  the t e s t  operator. 
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appropriate tu tor ia l  message will 
The test  program will stop execution, 
STOP 
except f o r  concurrent type processing u n t i l  the console operator takes 
the appropriate action. 
The STOP STATEMENT a l so  allows the use of an abbreviated form when 
combined with the Verify option of  the Verify Pre-Fix. 
IS ON ELSE RECORD EXCEPTION AND STOP; 
This statement invokes the default  option f o r  system messages and sys- 
tem devices. 
.< MAIN POWER 
The abbreviated form of the above example i s  VERIFY 
Before us ing  this abbreviated version the user must be thoroughly fa -  
miliar w i t h  the default  condition and understand this i s  an urirestric- 
ted STOP STATEMENT. 
Examples: STOP AND INDICATE RESTART LABELS STEP 10, S20, STATEMENT 
300 ; 
VERIFY < POWER SELECTOR IS ON ELSE DISPLAY EXCEPTION 






3.2.5 Terminate Statement 
Examples: TERMINATE; 
TERMINATE SYSTEM; 
The TERMINATE STATEMENT causes cessation of execution of a program or 
subroutine. There are two o p t i o n s :  the Terminate and the Terminate 
System. The Terminate option i s  discussed f irst .  If  a subroutine, 
containing a Terminate o p t i o n ,  i s  called i n t o  execution by a PERFORM 
SUBROUTINE STATEMENT, when the Terminate o p t i o n  i s  executed i t  will 
cause control t o  be returned t o  the cal l ing program. Control will be 
returned t o  the next sequential statement a f t e r  the PERFORM SUBROUTINE 
STATEMENT. If a subroutine is  called in to  execution by an Interrupt 
as defined by the WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT, the Temi.nate opti.on will 
cause control to  be passed back to  the cal l ing program as directed by 
the WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. 
A Terminate op t ion  w i t h i n  a program will ,  when executed, s t o p  the ex- 
ecution o f  the test program. 
a PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT, the Terminate op t ion  will stop execution 
o f  the program and control will be returned to  the program which called 
i t .  Control i s  always returned t o  next sequential statement a f t e r  the 
PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT. 
If a program i s  called into execution by 
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In a concurrent program-, the Terminate option will stop execution of 
the program. Control i s  n o t  passed back to  the cal l ing program b u t  
is passed t o  the system executive. In a cycl ic  execution mode of a 
concurrent program the Terminate opt ion will  s top  the execution of the 
concurrent program. The concurrent program will be restar ted a t  the 
beginning of the next cycle. The cal l ing program is executed 
independent of the conciirrent program and is  not affected by the Ter- 
minate option contained i n  the concurrent program. 
The Terminate System option provides for  a complete GOAL application 
program system shutdown. 
a PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATEMENT o r  an  in te r rupt ,  a TERMINATE SYSTEM 
STATEMENT will cause the execution o f  subroutine to  terminate. The 
cal l ing program will also be terminated. If a TERMINATE SYSTEM STATE- 
MENT is executed i n  a test program, called into execution by a PERFORM 
If a subroutine i s  called i n t o  execution by 
PROGRAM STATEMENT, program execution will be stopped. Execution of 
the cal l ing program will also be stopped. 
In a concurrent program the Terminate System op t ion  will stop execution 
o f  it. 
will,  when executed, stop the execution of the concurrent program. 
The concurrent program will  - not be restar ted a t  the beginning o f  the 
next cycle. 
I n  a cyc7ic concurrent program, the Terminate System option 
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3 . 3  ARITHMETIC/ LOGI CAL OPERATIONS 
The Arithmetic and Logical Statements are those statements t ha t  pro- 
vide the mathematical computation, and logical operations allowed i n  
the language. T h i s  group consists o f  the following statements: 
ASSIGN STATEMENT 
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3.3.1 Assign Statement 
Examples: ASSIGN (FLAG B )  = O N ;  
ASSIGN {STAGE POWER) EQUAL TO (FLAG B ) ;  
The ASSIGN STATEMENT assigns a s t a t e  to  an Internal Name. 
available f o r  sett ing "flags" which may be used for internal sequence 
T h i s  i s  
control w i t h i n  a tes t  program. 
declaration for  use i n  other GOAL statements. The ASSIGN STATEMENT 
I t  may also be used t o  change any Sta te  
has two options: Internal Name and State .  Dur ing  the execution o f  
the State  option the State  specified on the r i g h t  will replace the con- 
d i t ion  of the Internal Name of the l e f t .  If the Internal Name option 
i s  used instead of the State  option, the s t a t e  of the Internal Name 
on the r igh t  side will replace the condition of the Internal Name on 
the l e f t  side.  
The Language Processor will ensure tha t  any Internal Name used by an 
ASSIGN STATEMENT has been declared as a S ta te  value. 
Examples: VERIFY <CLOCK> IS GREATER THAN -3 MINS 19 SEC THEN 
ASSIGN (INTERNAL SEQ) EQUAL TO ON; 









3 . 3 . 2  Let Equal Statement 
Examples: LET (A) = (A) j- 1 ;  
LET ( B )  = ( A ) ;  
The LET EQUAL STATEMENT provides for the assignment of numerical values 
t o  Internal Names t h r o u g h  the use of the Numeric Formula. 
ment closely resembles conventional arithmetic formulas and is used 
T h i s  s ta te -  
to  perform necessary mathematical cal cu1 at ions.  
t ha t  a l l  Internal Names or variables are delimited by parentheses. 
The numeric calcualtion t o  be performed by a test program is defined 
by the Numeric Formula. 
the words "EQUAL TO" means " i s  replaced by" rather  than "is equivalent 
I t  should be noted 
In the LET EQUAL STATEMENT the equal s i g n  o r  
to" .  
the contents of the Internal Name defined on the l e f t  side o f  the 
equation. 
Name (A) is t o  be replaced w i t h  the o ld  value p l u s  one. 
may be mixed as  desired. The hierarchy o f  operations is  discussed i n  
During execution the resu l t s  o f  the Numeric Formula replaces 
For example: LET (A) = (A) + 1;  means tha t  the Internal 
Quantities 
the Numeri c Formul a wri teup. 
Examples: LET (SINX) = (XR) - ( ( X R )  ** 3 / 6 )  + ((XR) ** 5/120) - 
. ((XR) ** 7/5040) ; 
LET ( X )  = ( ( ( ( ( B )  ** 2) - (4 * (A) * IC)))** 0.5)  - (B)) 
/ 2 * (A); 
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3.4 EXECUTION CONTROL 
The Execution -Control Statements regulate the execution of a specified 
component. T h i s  group of statements i s  necessary t o  control the mode 
o f  execution of a program, subroutine, o r  monitor type statements. 
The Execution Control group consists of the fo l lowing  statements: 
CONCURRENT STATEMENT 
RELEASE CONCURRENT STATEMENT 
PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT 
PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATEMENT 
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CONCURRENT STATEMENT 
_ _  
----- 
CONCURRENT 
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PERFORM PROGRAM (BE01 ) REVISION 10; 
DISPLAY PRESENT VALUE OF <El MAIN FUEL 
FLOW> TO <CRT 15 > ; 
V E R I F Y  <PRESS ENG io2 GIMBAL) IS BETWEEN 
TO<CRT 12) ; 
1665 PSIA AND 1465 PSIA AND DISPLAY EXCEPTIONS 
The ~ O r ~ C U R R E ~ T  STATEMENT a1 l ows para1 le1 operations. This stafuernent 
has three  main options: the Perform Program, Record, and \fer-ify options. 
The Perform Program option allows for  concurrent execution of a t e s t  
prcagram. A Time Value may be used t o  achieve a cyclic execution of a 
concurrent program. 
execution is  f inished,  the concurrent program will continue normal ex- 
ectrtion. The concurrent program will then be restarted immediately 
after completion. I f  the execution of a concurrent program i s  com- 
p l e t e d  before the time interval has expired, the r e s t a r t  o f  the con- 
current program will be delayed u n t i l  the time interval expilres. 
concurrent program will  be executed only once, i f  cyclic rate is not 
speci f i ed . 
I f  the specified time interval expires before 
The  
A TIERMINATE STATEMENT, w i t h i n  the concurrent program will stop the 
execution of a concurrent program. I t  will not h a l t  the cyclic 
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CONCURRENT 
execution of the concurrent statement. The cyclic execution i s  stopped 
by e i the r  a TERMINATE STATEMENT, System option i n  the concurrent t e s t  
program, or a Release Statement in the cal l ing t e s t  program. 
The Record option provides a d a t a  moni tor ing  capabili ty.  
may be used to  specify the monitoring r a t e .  
f i r s t  Function Designator will be recorded on the second Function Desig- 
nator, computer peripheral equipment. I f  a group of  t e s t  points i s  
monitored they will be recorded on a l l  indicated peripheral devices. 
A reading from a t e s t  point may be recorded on any combination o f  
peripheral devi ces . 
A Time Value 
The present value o f  the 
The Veri.fy option provides an exception monitor capabi.lity. k Time 
Value may be used t o  specify the monitor r a t e .  The data i s  l imi t  
checked every cycle b u t  no action is. taken unless the d a t a  f a i l s  the 
Comparison Test. An o u t  of tolerance condi.ti.on can force an e r ror  
message t o  be output t o  the t e s t  operator. O u t  of tolerance d a t a  may 
be recorded on any avai 1 ab1 e peri pheral equipment. 
Examples: IF (TIME) IS -3 MIN 31 SEC THEN EVERY 2 SEC CONCURRENTLY 
EVERY i SEC CONCURRENTLY RECORD PRESENT VALUE OF <TEMP. 
HE INLET VALVE) , <TEMP. GAS. HELIUM TANK > TO 
<LOG TAPE 2-5) ,<CRT 12) ,<CRT 13) ; 
PERFORM PROGRAM (NT60) REVISION 1 ; 
STEP 20 EVERY 2 SEC CONCURRENTLY VERIFY <VOLT-OUTPUT 
AFT BATTERY NO I >  ,<VOLT OUTPUT AFT BATTERY 
NO 2 > , IS BETWEEN 61 .OV and 51 .OV AND RECORD 
EXCEPTION (BATTERY VOLTAGE IS OUT OF TOLERANCE) 
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Examples: ( C T D )  
TO<LINE PRINTER I >  ,<CRT 13) ; 
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"S' WILL BE PRINTED AS ''STEP" 
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RELEASE 
3.4.2 Release Concurrent Statement 
les: RELEASE STEP 10; 
RELEASE ALL;  
T h e  RELEASE CONCURRENT STATEMENT releases from execution s ta tus  the 
para l le l  operations in i t i a t ed  by a CONCURRENT STATEMENT. The RELEASE 
C ~ ~ ~ ~ R R € N T  STATEMENT will terminate the cycl ic  action o f  those CON- 
CURRENT STATEMENTS which are  referenced by a Statement Number. The 
Language Processor will verify tha t  the Statement Number used t o  
re lease  a CONCURRENT STATEMENT references a CONCURRENT STATEMENT. The 
ALL option a7 1 ows for re1 easing of a1 1 CONCURRENT STATEMENTS activated 
by t h e  component i n  which the RELEASE CONCURRENT STATEMENT resides.  
The RELEASE CONCURRENT STATEMENT can release only the concurrent oper- 
ations s t a r t ed  w i t h i n  the same component. 
fes: STEP 440 RELEASE STEP 10, STEP 20, STEP 16; 
















3 . 4 . 3  Perform Program Statement 
Examples : PERFORM PROGRAM { LVDC POWER O N )  ; 
PERFORM PROGRAM (ATTITUDE COMMAND TEST) REVISION 03; 
The PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT i n i t i a t e s  execution of a specified pro- 
gram. The execution of the cal l ing t e s t  program stops when i t  s t a r t s  
another program by the PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT. When a TERMINATE 
STATEMENT or an END STATEMENT i s  encountered w i t h i n  the second level 
program, control i s  passed back to  the cal l ing program. Execution 
of the call ing program is  then picked u p  a t  the next statement fo l lo-  
wing the PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT. 
levels of programs can be achieved by the use o f  a Function Designator 
t ha t  i s  predefined as a system type. 
Communication between d i f fe ren t  
The Language Processor cannot verify the existence or the uniqueness 
of the Program Name referenced i n  the PERFORM PROGRAM STATEMENT. 
executive must have access t o  the referenced program name a t  execution 
time. During execution the Program Name i s  used to  ident i fy  the other 
program. The Revision Label may be used t o  se l ec t  the proper configur- 
a t i o n  level o f  a par t icular  program. If used by the  PERFORM PROGRAM 
STATEMENT, the Revision Label i n  e f fec t  becomes par t  of the name the 
The 




E x a i n p l  es : WHE <CLOCK> = - io  HRS THEN PERFORM PROGRAM (VM-GSE 
STEP 252 AFTER<CLOCK> IS -3 MIN, VERIFY<TERMINAL 
SEQUENCE) IS ON THEN PERFORM PROGRAM ( R E D L I N E  














3.4.4 Perform Subroutine Statement 
Examples : PERFORM CRITICAL SUBROUTINE (CALCULATE DELAY TIME) ; 
PERFORM SUBROUTINE (TEST VOLTAGE} ; 
The PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATEMENT i n i t i a t e s  execution of a previously 
defined subroutine. A subroutine may be performed i n  two modes, c r i t i c a l  
and noncrit ical .  The term c r i t i c a l  indicates t h a t  the actions being 
performed in the subroutine are time dependent and, as such, should not 
be interrupted. I t  insures a basic amount of central processor time 
fo r  the execution of the subroutine. Language Level Interrupts a re  
n o t  allowed t o  break into the execution of a c r i t i c a l  subroutine. 
Communication between the cal l ing program and a subroutine may be 
achieved by passing subst i tutable  data a t  execution time. 
s t i t u t ab le  data defined i n  the PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATEMENT wil l ,  a t  
The sub-  
execution time, replace the contents of the Parameters defined i n  the 
BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT. The contents of the Parameters a re  avail-  
able as both i n p u t s  and outputs o f  the subroutine. The number of 
Parameters declared i n  the  BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT m u s t  equal the 
number of subst i tutable  data i tems . I 
A l l  names and Statement Numbers w i t h i n  the subroutine a re  local t o  the 
subroutine. Therefore a Statement Number when used to  reference a 
statement must reference a statement w i t h i n  the subroutine. A1 1 names 




parameter passing is discussed in Section V.  
Exampl es : V E R I F Y  POWER IS ON THEN PERFORM C R I T I C A L  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ E  (LYDC SUNCHECK) T 7777777, T0000000; 
IS -22 MINS THEN I F  (POWER TRANSFER 
FLAG) IS ON THEN PERFORM SUBROUTINE (POWER TRANSFER) 
24.0V9 + 0 . 5 V , - O . W , 1 0 S E C ;  
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3.5 ~ ~ T ~ ~ R ~ ~ T  CONTROL 
e I n t e r r u p t  Control  S ta tements  provide  assignment  of  a n  i n t e r r u p t  
status. I n t e r r u p t s ,  as de f ined  i n  the test program, can o n l y  be honored 
hen they are i n  an active s t a t u s .  The fo l lowing  s t a t e m e n t s  make up 
t h e  I n t e r r u p t  Control  group: 
EN INTERRUPT STATEMENT 
DISABLE INTERRUPT STATEMENT 
iii. 
W~~~ INTERRUPT STATEMENT 
- 
1 
AND - RETURN 
-.e-- ----- 
CONTROLRETURNEDTOTHE 
POlMT OF INTERRUPTION 
t PROCEDURALSTATEMENT PREFIX AND STATEMENT TERMINATOR INVALID 
WHEN INTERRUPT 
SYSTEM 
3.5.1 When Interrupt Statement 
Examples : WHEN INTERRUPT PONER FAILURE) OCCURS GO TO STEP 9000; 
*.* 
WHEN I N T E R ~ & T < M A I N  POWER> OCCURS GO TO STEP 333; 
The WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT enables a Language Level Interrupt. The 
Function Designator identified as an interrupt  , by this statement , 
m u s t  also be s tec i f ied  i n  the Data Bank as an interrupt .  * The conditions 
* .  
necessary for  the occurrence o f  the interrupt are also defined w i t h i n  
the Data Bank. 
Perform Subroutine and the Go To. 
s' 
The WH-N INTERRUPT STATEMENT has two op t ions :  the  .. 
Dur ing  the execution of this s t a t e -  
ment the specified interrupt is activated,  b u t  the referenced subrou- 
t i ne  o r  Go To op t ion  i s  no t  executed, a t  this p o i n t .  
o f  this statement, the remaining Procedural Statements a re  executed i n  
the i r  normal sequence. 
After execution 
The Go To option is  d7scussed f i rs t .  
met, the normal execution of the test program is stopped. 
If  the interrupt  conditions are 
Control 
i s  then passed t o  the statement identified i n  the Go To option of the 
WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. The t e s t  program continues normal execution 
from tha t  point. 
the interrupt conditions are met, the normal execution o f  the t e s t  
program i s  stopped. Control is  passed t o  the indicated subroutine. 
If the Perform Subroutine op t ion  was selected and 
I f  a TERMINATE STATEMENT i s  then encountered, control will be returned 
t o  the test  program as directed by the WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. If 
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WHEN I N T E R R U P T  
the statement does not  
t o  the call  ing program 
- 
spec i f y  a Statement Number i t  will be returned 
a t  the point i t  l e f t  t o  process $he interrupt .  
If a TERMINATE STATEMENT i s  not  encountered, execution of the subroutine 
control will be returned as  indicated by the WHEN I N T E R R U P T  STATEMENT. 
Examples: IF (SUBROUTINE A FLAG) IS ON THEN WHEN XNTERRUPT 
OCCURS PERFORM SUBROUTINE (PUMP CHECKS) 
20 PSIA, ON, OFF AND RETURN; 
WHEN INTERRUPT< CLOCK T-22 MINS > OCCURS PERFORM SUBROUTINE 
(START TANK CHILLDOWN) AND RETURN TO STEP 9999; 
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1 NTE R RUPT DISABLE ---- 
E FE RENC E WH EN 
UPT STATEMENT 
STEP NUMBER 




3.5.2 Disable Interrupt Statement 
Examples: DISABLE STEP 20; 
DISABLE ALL; 
The DISABLE INTERRUPT STATEMENT disables the interrupt  enabled by the 
referenced WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. T h u s ,  this statement i s  the com- 
plement o f  the WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. The Language Processor will 
verify t h a t  the Statement Number references a WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. 
The execution of a DISABLE INTERRUPT STATEMENT will resu l t  i n  a no 
operation i f  the referenced WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT has n o t  been 
previously executed. A no operation will n o t  s t o p  the execution o f  
the t e s t  program; i t  will continue i n  i t s  normal sequence. The ALL 
opt ion  will disable a l l  active WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENTS used by the 
component i n  which the DISABLE INTERRUPT STATEMENT i s  found, 
A I 1  interrupts are  disabled a t  the s t a r t  of a program and remain dis- 
abled u n t i l  activated by the WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. The active or  
disable s ta tus  i s  valid only f o r  the component i n  which i t  is defined. 
The active o r  disable s t a tus ,  of a t e s t  program tha t  ca l l s  in to  execu- 
t ion a second program, is  n o t  valid fo r  the second program. 
activated i n  the second program are  active only fo r  tha t  program. 
When the second program passes control back to  the cal l ing program, the 
Interrupts 
original s ta tus  of the interrupts  are reinstated.  Interrupts enabled 




Level Interrupts are discussed _ _  in Section V.  
Examples : DISABLE STEP 333 ; 
VERIFY<MAIN POWER) IS OFF THEN DISABLE STEP 55, STEP 70; 
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3 . 6  TABLE CONTROL 
The Table Control Statements assign an active or  inactive status t o  
individual rows o f  a specified table.  
up the Table Control Statements: 
The folfowing statements make 
ACTIVATE TABLE STATEMENT 
INHIBIT TABLE STATEMENT 
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1 
ALL R O l S  
ACT I VASE 
1 DECLARATION 
SYSTEM 
3.6.1 Activate Tab1 e Statement 
Examples : ACTIVATE (DISCRETE TABLE) ; 
ACTIVATE (TABLE A )  ROW 1 ,  ROW 2 ,  ROW 3; 
The ACTIVATE TABLE STATEMENT assigns an act ive status t o  a table  or  i n -  
dividual rows of a table.  The ACTIVATE TABLE STATEMENT deals only w i t h  
the Function Designators and not the data positions. 
access via a table can only be performed on active Function Designators. 
System under t e s t  
All rows af a table  are i n i t i a l l y  activated a t  program s t a r t .  If an 
operation i s  t o  be performed on multiple rows, the operation will only 
be performed on the active rows. The system executive takes into 
account the s ta tus  of each row, d u r i n g  table  operations, t o  determine 
i f  any action i s  required. 
t ions of a tab le  are not affected by an inactive s ta tus .  The Language 
Operations i n v o l v i n g  only the data loca- 
Processor will verify t h a t  the Table Name and the Index Name referenced 
i n  an ACTIVATE TABLE STATEMENT are  properly defined by a Declaration 
Statement. 
a par t icular  row and therefore is  not declared. 
A Row Designator is a Function Designator used t o  reference 
An "ALL" option i s  provided f o r  activating a l l  rows w i t h i n  a specified 
table.  If a par t icular  row i s  n o t  referenced the ALL option is assumed. 
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ACTIVATE 
Examples : ACTIVATE (MIPESSAGE TABLE) ROW (INDEX) ; 
ACTIVATE (PO ER ON TABLE) 
<POWER SUPPLY NO 1 > , 
<POWER SUPPLY NO 2) 
IN POWER) ; 
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3.6.2 Inhibit  Table Statement 
Examples: INHIBIT (DISCRETE TABLE); 
INHIBIT (DISCRETE TABLE) ROW 1; 
The INHIBIT TABLE STATEMENT assigns a deacti.ve s ta tus  t o  a table  o r  i n -  
dividual rows of a table. The  INHIBIT TABLE STATEMENT deals only w i t h  
Function Designators and n o t  w i t h  data positions. 
access via a table cannot be performed on inhibited Function Designa- 
to rs .  
inhibited,  the operation w i l l  n o t  be executed. No e r ror  message will 
occur and  the program will then  continue normal execut-ion. The Lan- 
System under t e s t  
I f  an operation is  t o  be performed on a specif ic  row tha t  is  
guage Processor will verify tha t  the Table Name and Index Names used 
i n  an INHIBIT TABLE STATEMENT are properly def ined  by a Declaration 
Statement. An Index Name must be declared as an Integer number. 
An ALL option i s  provided f o r  i n h i b i t i n g  a l l  rows wi th i .n  a specified 
table .  The ALL o p t i o n  is  invoked if only a Table Name is used. 
Examples: INHIBIT (TABLE A )  ROW (INDEX NO 1 ) ,  ROW (INDEX NO 2); 
I 
ROW (INDEX NO 3); I 
INHIBIT (MAIN POWER), <MAIN POWER) , <MAIN POWER > ; 






SECTION IV, SYSTEM STATEMENTS 
4.0 GEHERAL 
System Statements primarily d i rec t  the Language Processor. The System 
Statements a re  subdivided in to  three groups: 
System Directives Statements, and Special Aids Statements. 
Boundary Statements, 
4.1 €3 flrU NDA RY STAT EM ENT S 
B 5 ~ n ~ a r y  Statements delimit a GOAL component. The following statements 
make up the group of boundary statements: 
BEGIN DATA BANK STATEMENT 
BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT 
BEGIN PROGRAM STATEMENT 




_ .  
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BEGIN DATA BANK STATEMENT 
- 
1 BEGIN - DATA - BANK NAME STATEMENT ------ SI--..- 
L~~~~~~~ DATA 
BANK NAME 










BEGIN DATA BANK 
4.1.1 Begin Data Bank Statement 
Examples: BEGIN DATA BANK (S2 DATA BANK) REVISION 0; 
BEGIN DATA BANK (IU GUIDANCE AND CONTROL) REVISION 1 ; 
The BEGIN DATA BANK STATEMENT inidcates the s t a r t  of  a Data Bank. T h i s  
statement i s  a Language Processor direct ive t h a t  allows a tes t  writer 
t o  create  an a rb i t ra ry  name f o r  the ident i f icat ion of a Data Bank. T h i s  
statement must be the f i r s t  statement i n  a Data Bank, and may be used 
only once i n  a Data Bank. A Revision Label i s  required i n  this s t a t e -  
ment f o r  proper ident i f icat ion o f  an individual Data Bank. 
Examples: BEGIN DATA BANK (SIC PRESSURE DATA BANK) REVISION 2; 
BEGIN DATA BANK (CM DATA BANK) REVISION IO; 
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BEGIN 
- - - - -A 
BEGIN 
BEGIN PROGRAM 1 
1 
--911)111 
DEFINES PROGRAM NAME 
REVISION LABEL 
Y 
REVISION L A B E L  
--I-- 




4.1.2 Begin Program Statement 
Examples: BEGIN PROGRAM (LV TM GAL) REVISION 0; 
BEGIN PROGRAM (CDC SEQ) REVISION 0 COMP 2;  
The BEGIN PROGRAM STATEMENT indicates the s t a r t  of a t e s t  program t o  
the Language Processor. 
an arbi t rary name for  the ident i f icat ion of a t e s t  program. 
statement must  be the f i r s t  statement i n  a t e s t  program, and may be 
used only once i n  a t e s t  program. 
this statement for  proper ident i f icat ion of an individual t e s t  program. 
T h i s  statement allows a t e s t  wri ter  t o  create 
T h i s  
A Revision Label i s  required i n  
Examples: BEGIN PROGRAM (PREFLT GAL) REVISION 3 ;  
BEGIN PROGRAM (POWER TRANSFER) REVISION A; 
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STATEMENT 
BEGIN SU B R O  UTI ME NAME 1 
----- 
DEFINES SUBROUTINE NAME 
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B E G I N  SUBROUTINE 
4.1.3 Begin Subroutine Statement 
Exampf es : BEGIN SUBROUTINE (POWER ON) ; 
BEGIN SUBROUTINE (FORCE TERM) (PARAMETER 1 ) ; 
The BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT indicates the s t a r t  of a subroutine. 
T h i s  statement is  a Language Processor direct ive tha t  allows a t e s t  
writer t o  create an arbi t rary name for  the ident i f icat ion of a subrou- 
t ine .  T h i s  statement mus t  be the f i r s t  statement i n  a subroutine, and 
may only be used only once i n  a subroutine. A subroutine may be con- 
tained i n  e i t he r  a program or data bank. 
between any two statements; b u t  f o r  convention, subroutines should be 
grouped together and inserted a f t e r  the Declaration Statements. Sub- 
routines a lso may be compiled as an entry by the Language Processor. 
A subroutine may be inserted 
Optional Parameters may be defined w i t h  a BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT. 
Parameters allow the pass ing  o f  data from a t e s t  program t o  a subrou- 
tine or from a subroutine t o  a t e s t  program. The number of parameters 
i n  the BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT must equal the number of parameters 
passed by the PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATEMENT. 
Examples: BEGIN SUBROUTINE (CALCULATE SIN), (DEGREE) ; 




4.1.4 Begin Macro Statement 
Examples: BEGIN MACRO 52 PONER; 
BEGIN MACRO A 2  (PARAMETER 1 ) ;  
The BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT indicates the start of a Macro. T h i s  s t a t e -  
ment i s  a Language Processor direct ive tha t  allows a t e s t  wri ter  t o  
create an a rb i t ra ry  b u t  unique label f o r  the ident i f icat ion of a Macro. 
T h i s  statement must be the f i r s t  statement i n  a Macro and may be used 
only once i n  a Macro. A Macro may be contained w i t h i n  e i ther  a Program 
Data Bank o r  Subrout ine.  By convention, Macros should be grouped t o -  
gether and inserted immediately following the BEGIN PROGRAM STATEMENT 
of  the host component. 
Optional Parameters may a lso  be defined w i t h  a BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT. 
These Parameters a re  used t o  indicate subst i tutable  arguments w i t h i n  
a Macro skeleton. 
corresponding Character Strings defined i n  the EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT. 
T h i  s rep1 acement i s  done d u r i n g  program completion by the Language 
The subst i tutable  arguments are  replaced by the 
Processor. For more information on Macros re fer  t o  Section V. 
Examples: BEGIN MACRO ADJUST (FUNCTION DESIGNATOR), (VOLTAGE ADJUST) 
(STEP) ; 







4.1.5 End Statement 
Examples: E N D  DATA BANK; 
END PROGRAM ; 
The END STATEMENT indicates the end of a referenced component. 
END STATEMENT has four options: 
routine. The Language Processor will verify tha t  the referenced pack- 
age is  consistent w i t h  the package i n  which the END STATEMENT is con- 
t a i  ned. 
The 
Data Bank, Program, Macro, and Sub- 
The END SUBROUTINE o p t i o n ,  when encountered d u r i n g  execution, will 
cause control t o  be returned t o  the cal l ing program. 
The END PROGRAM option indicates t ha t  the execution of a tes t  program 
is complete. 
a program compi 1 ation. 
I t  a lso indicates t o  the Language Processor the end o f  
The END DATA BANK, and END MACRO options serve only a s  an indicator t o  
the Language Processor. If the statement preceding the END STATEMENT 
is not a TERMINATE STATEMENT, then the END STATEMENT a l so  defaults to  
produce the effect o f  a TERMINATE STATEMENT. 






4.1 -6 Leave Statement 
Examples: LEAVE; 
LEAVE 10,10,20; 
The L E A K  STATEMENT is a Language Processor direct ive providing a 
method f o r  leaving GOAL d u r i n g  processing o f  a Data Bank Subrout ine  
and enabling the execution o f  a subroutine written i n  another language. 
I t  also enables the passing o f  data t o  the other language subroutine. 
The other language must be compatible w i t h  the GOAL programming system 
before i t s  subroutine capabi l i t ies  can be used. 
is a legal statement only i n  a Data Bank Subroutine. 
The LEAVE STATEMENT 
To use a subroutine written i n  another language the subroutine must 
f i r s t  be compiled by the other language compiler. 
free object subroutine i s  then inserted w i t h i n  the Data Bank Subrou- 
ti ne. 
The exp l i c i t  e r ror  
The LEAVE STATEMENT must immediately precede the other language sub-  
routine. 
respect ively,  of the other language subroutine. The PERFORM SUBROU- 
TIME STATEMENT is  used t o  execute a subroutine containing a NON-GOAL 
component. 
MENT references a Data Bank Subroutine tha t  contains the NON-GOAL com- 
ponent which is t o  be executed. 
The LEAVE and RESUME statements mark the beginning and e n d i n g ,  
The Subroutine Name used by the PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATE- 
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L EAV E 
Examples: LEAVE TEXT (DATE 10/28/72), 14.60 PSIA, 14.65 PISA, 28 MPH; 





4.1 .7 Resume Statement  
Example : RESUME ; 
The RESUME STATEMENT is  a Language Processor  d i r e c t i v e .  I t  provides  a 
method o f  resuming the compilat ion of a GOAL sub rou t ine .  I t  a l s o  
enables a r e t u r n  t o  the h o s t  Data Bank Subrout ine  a f t e r  the execut ion  
o f  a MON-GOAL sub rou t ine .  The RESUME STATEMENT must immediately fo l low 
t h e  NON-GOAL component. A GOAL s t a t emen t  must fo l low the RESUME STATE- 
MENT. 
143.  
4.2 SYSTEM DIRECTIVES 
._ 
The System Directive Statements r e l a t e  a t e s t  program t o  a specified 
Data Bank. The USE DATA BANK STATEMENT and FREE DATA BANK STATEMENT 
are direct ives  t o  the Language Processor. The SPECIFY STATEMENT is 
used i n  creating a Data Bank. I t  re la tes  a Function Designator t o  a 
t e s t  p o i n t .  The System Directive Statements are: 
USE DATA BANK STATEMENT 








4.2.1 Use Data Bank Statement 
Examples: USE (S2 DATA BANK), (SIC DATA BANK) , (SIVB DATA BANK),  
( I U  DATA BANK); 
The USE DATA BANK STATEMENT i s  a Language Processor direct ive used to  
identify a unique Data Bank for compilation of a test program o r  p a r t  
of a t e s t  program. T h i s  statement allows the language Processor t o  
have access t o  a referenced Data Bank. More than one Data Bank may 
be active a t  a t i m e .  Howeverp an increase i n  the number o f  act ive 
Data Banks may r e su l t  i n  an increase i n  time required fo r  compilation. 
The activation of an additional Data Bank will not e f f ec t  the s t a tus  
of Data Banks tha t  have been previously activated.  
The Revision Label is optional, and i f  not used, the f irst  Data Bank 
located by the system tha t  contains a matching name will be used re-  
gardless of its-Revision Label. 
The Language Processor will f l a g  an e r ro r  condition if a name i s  used 
t o  reference a nonexisting Data Bank o r  a Data Bank tha t  has not been 
processed. 
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4.2.2 Free Data Bank Statement 
Examples: FREE (SIC DATA BANK);  
FREE (IU DATA BANK) REVISION 2; 
The FREE DATA BANK STATEMENT is a Language Processor d i rec t ive .  
i n h i b i t s  the Language Processor from accessing a previously activated 
Data Bank. To release a Data Bank i t  must have been previously ac t i -  
vated by a USE DATA BANK STATEMENT. Any attempt t o  f r e e  a non-active 
Data Bank will r e su l t  i n  a processor e r ror .  
I t  
The  Revision Label i s  optional and may be used t o  specify a spec i f ic  
update  level o f  a Data Bank. I f  two Data Banks have the same name b u t  
d i f fe ren t  Revision Labels, and the Revision Label i s  not specified in 
a FREE DATA BANK STATEMENT, the f i rs t  Data Bank found by the Language 
Processor wi 11 be re1 eased. 
Examples: FREE (SIC DATA BANK) I) (S2 DATA BANK) ; 
FREE (52 MEC DATA BANK) REVISION 7 , (S2 ELEC DATA BANK) 
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point fo r  concurrent t e s t ing .  Synchronization poin ts  i n  two or  more 
concurrently executing programs can cause the t e s t s  t o  be synchronized 
a t  t ha t  p o i n t .  Language Processor w i  11 verify the re7 ationshi p 
between a Function Designator and the statement i n  which i t  i s  used. 
For example, a Function Designator declared as a Load and used i n  a 
READ STATEMENT i.s considered i l l e g a l .  The three main forms o f  Function 
Designators may be subdivided, i f  necessary, as t o  the type of Function 
Des i gna tor. 
An optional s u b r w t . i n e  t h a t  provides the necessary code conversation 
i s  specified for  any inputs or outputs. 
s tar ted w i t h  an a s t e r i s k  symbol i s  used t o  further define a Function 
Designator. 
may be defined.. 
The l a s t  optional branch 
For example i n  the case o f  telemetry, the channel address 
Examples: SPECIFY <OTBD CTS) ALSO AS (OUTBOARD CUTOFF SIGNAL) 
SENSOR TYPE (DDAS) * ADDRESS (APlAO-74-00-00) ; 
SPECIFY<CDF> ALSO AS (COUNTDOWN FLAG) SYSTEM TYPE 
- [STATE) * (ON); 
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4 . 3  SPECIAL AID STATEMENTS 
The Special Aid Statements ease the burden on the t e s t  writer and 
reviewer. These statements are Language Processor d i  receives' and 
are not executable. The REPLACE STATEMENT and EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT 
are  used f o r  s u b s t i t u t i n g  source code dur ing  processing. The COMMENT 
STATEMENT may contain any comentary desired by the t e s t  writer.  The 
contents of the statement are printed b u t  are otherwise ignored by 
the Language Processor. 
._ 
The Special Aid Statements are:  
COMMENT STATEMENT 




SYMBOLS NOT ALLOWED 
P 
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C O ~ M E N T  
4.3.1 Coment Statement 
Examples : $ POWER TRANSFER SWITCH VERIFICATION; 
$ SCAN ERROR ROUTINE; 
$ 15; 
A l l  comments must begin w i t h  a currency symbol and terminate w i t h  a 
semicolon. 
where specif ical ly  prohibited by syntax notes. 
benefit the program reviewers and have no e f f ec t  on the execution o f  
the program. They will be printed w i t h  the compile l i s t i n g s  b u t  will 
be otherwise ignored. 
i n  the body o f  the comment. 
Comments may be inserted a t  any point i n  a program except 
Comments primarily 
Currency symbols and semicolons are not allowed 
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Examples : EXPAND MACRO CALCULATE SINX, ( X )  , ; 
EXECUTE MACRO ADJUST, < A C  SIGNAL> , (0.5v), S340,; 
EXPAND AND EXECUTE MACRO REMOVE POWER, (CAL TABLE) , 3 ,  ; 
The ND MACRO STATEMENT causes the Macro skeleton, a predefined 
sequence o f  source code, t o  be inserted by the Language Processor into 
the source program a t  the point occupied by the EXPAND MACRO STATE- 
MENT, 
levets. 
Once a Macro i s  defined i t  may be expanded a t  a l l  component 
The EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT provides a means for  the substi- 
tut ion of parameters, as defined by the BEGIN MACRO STATEMENTy i n t o  
the sgurce code created by the t e s t  writer. 
ND MACRO STATEMENT has three primary options t h a t  control only 
the printing of the Macro skeleton. The three options a re  the EXPAND, 
, and the EXPAND AND EXECUTE options. An example of a Macro 
might be: 
BEGIN MACRO ADJUST (UNIT), (INCREMENT) , (STEP 2 ) ;  
LET (VOLTS) = (0.5V); 
(STEP 2)  APPLY (VOLTS) TO (UNIT); 
LET (VOLTS) = (VOLTS) + (INCREMENT) ; 
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EXPAND 
DELAY 2 SECS; 
VERIFY (UNIT) IS LESS THAN 28V THEN GO TO (STEP 2 ) ;  
END MACRO; 
The above sequence of source codes, statements, is defined as the 
Macro skeleton. 
The EXPAND option i n h i b i t s  the p r i n t i n g  o f  the EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT, 
and allows for  the p r i n t i n g  o f  the Macro skeleton a f t e r  the Parameters 
have been Substituted. 
of the EXPAND option might  be: 
Using the previously defined Macro, an example 
EXPAND MACRO ADJUST, <AC SIGNAL > (0.2V), S495, ; 
T h i s  statement would result i n  the following p r i n t o u t :  
LET (VOLTS) = (0.5V); 
STEP 495 APPLY (VOLTS) TO<AC SIGNAL> ; 
LET (VOLTS) = (VOLTS) I- (0.W); 
DELAY 2 SECS; 
VERIFY <AC SIGNAL) IS LESS THAN 28v THEN GO TO STEP 495; 
The EXECUTE option allows fo r  a partial  p r i n t i n g  of the EXPAND MACRO 
STATEMENT. T h i s  option i n h i b i t s  the p r i n t i n g  of the Macro skeleton 
w i t h  the substi tuted Character Strings. Using the above defined Macro, 
an example o f  t h e  EXECUTE option m i g h t  be: 
EXECUTE MACRO ADJUST , < AC SIGNAL > , (0.1 VI, 5540, ; 
ADJUST,<AC SIGNAL> , (O.IV), ~450,; 
T h i s  statement would r e su l t  i n  the following statement t o  be printed: 
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EXPAND 
The Macro-generated statements are  inserted but are not printed i n  
this option. 
The EXPAND AND EXECUTE option i s  a combination o f  the two other opt ions .  
For example, given the EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT: 
EXPAND AND EXECUTE NACRO ADJUST, .) (0.3V), S540,; 
would r e su l t  i n  the following statements t o  be printed i n  a source 
1 i s t i  ng : 
, (0.3V), S540,; 
LET (VOLTS) = (0.5V); 
STEP 540 APPLY (VOLTS) TO<AC SIGNAL> ; 
LET (VOLTS) = (VOLTS) -+ (0.3V); 
DELAY 2 SECS; 
VERIFY <AC SIGNAL IS LESS THAN 28V THEN GO TO STEP 540; 
Examples: EXPAND MACRO APPLY S 2 POWER; 
EXECUTE MACRO CALCULATE SINX, 3 VOLTS,; 




4 . 3 . 3  Replace Statement 
Examples : REPLACE POWER SUPPLY NO 1 WITH < POWER SUPPLY NO 2 > ; 
REPLACE (DISCRETE TABLE) WITH (DISCRETE TABLE L D I )  ; 
The REPLACE STATEMENT is a Language Processor directive.  
a means for substi tuting source code d u r i n g  processing. T h i s  capabili ty 
allows a convenient means for  updating Function DeSignators and Internal 
Names. 
for a test  writer.  
STATEMENT will  be substituted for the source code identified by the 
l e f t  side of the statement. The Language Processor will compare a l l  
I t  provides 
I t  may also be used as a form o f  shorthand t o  ease the burden 
The source code on the r i g h t  side of a REPLACE 
names and Function Designators, w i t h i n  a test  procedure, t o  the source 
code identified on the l e f t  s ide o f  a REPLACE STATEMENT. If a compar- 
ison is  made, the source code on the r i g h t  s ide of the REPLACE STATE- 
MENT will replace the o l d  source code w i t h i n  the procedure. 
REPLACE STATEMENT is defined i t  may be used t o  subst i tute  a t  a l l  com- 
ponent levels.  A t e s t  program l i s t i n g  generated by the Language 
Processor w i l l  r e f l ec t  any s u b s t i t u t i o n  caused by a REPLACE STATEMENT. 
Once a 
The double currency symbols used when replacing a Character S t r i n g  
are dropped o f f  by the Language Processor, and only the source code ’ 
between the double currency symbols i s  substi tuted.  The parenthesis 
and angle brackets are substituted. 
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REPLACE 
E x a m p l e s :  REPLACE (A )  WITH $$AND SAVE AS$$ 
REPLACE (B) WITH $$AND SAVE AS (RESERVE)$$;  
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5.0 
SYSTf34 V, SYSTEM CONCEPTS 
GENERAL 
This section discusses some of the general concepts used i n  developing 
the GOAL programming system. 
areas:  
Executive. 
The system is divided i n t o  three main 
(1) the language? ( 2 )  the Language Processor and (3)  the System 
The GOAL Language consists of five components.which are defined as: 
(1) Program, (2 )  Data Bank,  (3 )  Subroutine, (4) Macro, and (5)  Non-GOAL. 
Certain combinations and constraints o f  these components a re  discussed . 
i n  t h i s  section along w i t h  various interactions between individual com- 
ponents . 
Components a re  a necessary ingredient i n  any programming system, b u t  
they do not make up  a complete system. These components need suppor t ;  
t h i s  type o f  support comes i n  the form of a processor and an executive. 
A GOAL processor and executive are  a lso discussed i n  th i s  section. 
Fina l ly ,  this section discusses some general programming concepts i n  
the fol 1 owing areas : 
and dimensions . 
concurrency, tab1  es  , interrupts  , terminations, 
5.1 ALLOMABLE STRUCTURES 
ldhen visual iz ing automatic processing of procedures, several d i s t i n c t  
components o f  the system emerge. 
w i t h  the following language system concepts. "Test functions" will 
be contained primarily i n  the "program" and "subroutine" components 
and since GOAL was developed fo r  " t e s t  functions," GOAL appears most 
GOAL was designed t o  be compatible 
natural i n  those components. 
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The two primary (s tand-a? one) components are  : 
1.  Program 
2. Data Bank 
The three secondary components are:  
1 .  Subroutine 
2. Macro 
3 .  Non-GOAL 
A Subroutine m u s t  be contained e i ther  w i t h i n  a Program or Data Bank. 
Subroutines i n  a Program should, by convention, be grouped together 
and i nserted fol  1 owing the Dee1 a ra t i  on Statements, i f  any, and prior 
to  the Procedural Statements. However, Subroutines may be inserted 
between any two statements o f  a Program or Data Bank. 
A Macro may be contained w i t h i n  e i t he r  a Program, Data Bank, or a 
Subroutine. Macro's must be defined prior t o  the statement t ha t  uses 
(expands) i t .  By convention, Macros should be grouped together and 
inserted immediately following the Begin Statement o f  the host com- 
ponent. 
levels (i .e. ,  global). 
Once inserted,  the Macro may be expanded a t  a l l  component 
A Non-GOAL component must be contained w i t h i n  a Subroutine and tha t  
Subroutine m u s t  be w i t h i n  a Data Bank. 
inserted a t  any point w i t h i n  a Data Bank Subroutine provided i t  does 
not  divide o r  break a statement. This allows a Data Bank Subroutine 
t o  consist  solely of a Non-GOAL component i f  so desired. 
Non-GOAL components may be 
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3 END - PROGRAM 
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5.1 .l Program 
A Program i s  the highest component available i n  the language. 
gram must s t a r t  with a B’EGIN PROGRAM STATEMENT and end w i t h  an END 
STATEMENT. ,A Program has two main parts: 
A Pro- 
(1) a Declaration Section, 




aration Sect on consists of Declaration Statements. T h i s  
is  optional. All Names used w i t h i n  the Procedural Section 
declared; therefore the use of the Declaration Section depends 
If no Names are used i n  the Procedural Section, upon the use of Names. 
the Declaration Section is  not required. 
t ion Section is  valid only i n  t ha t  Program. 
Data defined i n  the Declara- 
A Procedural Section is required. I t  consists o f  Procedural Statements 
which do the actual tes t ing o f  the system under t e s t .  
contain only one BEGIN PROGWM STATEMENT. 
one END STATEMENT which invokes the End Program option. 
A Program may 
I t  may also contain only 
All Statement Numbers are local t o  the program; tha t  i s ,  a Procedural 
Statement cannot reference a Statement Number located w i t h i n  a Subrou- 





~ A ~ K  1 
END - DATA - BANK 2 
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5.1.2 Data Bank 
The Data Bank must be bounded by a BEGIN DATA BANK STATEMENT and an 
END DATA BANK STATEMENT. The only statements allowed i n  the Data Bank 
are  the SPECIFY STATEMENTS. T h i s  should not be confused w i t h  the option 
t o  i n se r t  the other GOAL components, spec i f ica l ly  Subroutines and 
Macros, between any two SPECIFY STATEMENTS. The informational content 
o f  the Data Bank indicates a data set with the following character is t ics :  
1. The Data Bank must be capable of storing unique data f o r  a 
1 arge number o f  individual en t r ies  . 
The a b i l i t y  to  reference, via alphanumeric name, any entry 2. 
i n  the Data Bank. 
3. Most o f  the content o f  the Data Bank will be en t r ies  related 
t o  Function Designators b u t  Subrout ines  will also be present. 
The Data Bank will be present only d u r i n g  compile time. 
Data Bank en t r ies  are d i rec t ly  dependerit upon hardware design. 
The actual 
The Data Bank provides the necessary linkage between Function Desig- 
nators and the System Under Test. The use o f  part icular  Data Banks 
can be controlled d u r i n g  compilation by the USE DATA BANK STATEMEMT 
and the FREE DATA BANK STATEMENT. 
. 
1 2 
e 3 END SU SROUTlPl E 
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5.1.3 Subroutines 
A Subroutine is bounded.by a BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT and an END 
STATEMENT. 
cedural Section. 
the BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT. As i n  the Program, the use of  a 
Declaration Section depends upon the use of Names i n  i t s  Subroutine 
since a l l  Names must be declared. All Names declared are local ; i .e. ,  
Names declared i n  a Subroutine cannot be referenced by the call ing 
program. 
I t  may have a Declaration Section, b u t  must have a Pro- 
Parameters may be passed t o  the Subroutine through 
5.1.3.1 Program Subroutine Interaction 
The Subroutine may be executed only v i a  a PERFORM SUBROUTINE STATEMENT. 
T h i s  statement will carry the Parameters, i f  any, t o  be passed t o  the 
Subroutine. 
then the execution o f  the Subroutine will no t  be broken by a Language 
If  t h i s  statement a lso carr ies  the adjective,  CRITICAL, 
Level Interrupt occurrence. 
5.1.3.2 Program Subroutine Similar i t ies  
The Program component and Subroutine component are similar i n  many 
ways : 
1. Both may be entered only through their Begin Statements. 
2. A l l  branching i s  local;  i .e . ,  once inside a Subroutine, as 
w i t h  a Program, you cannot branch outside i ts  boundaries, 
and you cannot branch in to  a Subroutine o r  Program from an 
external source. 
3. Neither allow component nesting; i .e., no Begin Statement 
of the same component is allowed between the Boundary State- 
ments of the component. 
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4. A l l  Procedural and Declaration Statements are  legal.  
5 ,  Data defined i n  a Program is local t o  tha t  Program and data 
defined i n  a Subroutine i s  local t o  tha t  Subroutine. If a 
Name is t o  be used i n  a Subroutine, i t  must be declared i n  
the Subroutine. 
Both may be terminated by a TERMINATE STATEMENT or  by a t e r -  
mination defaul t  when an END STATEMENT is encountered. 
6 ,  
Note: A Program is  n o t  terminated when a Subroutine encounters a 
terminate command, unless i t  is  a terminate system command. 
Execution i s  returned t o  the next Program statement a f t e r  the cal l ing 
PERFORM ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ U T ~ ~ €  STATEMENT. 
routine 1s due t o  a Language Level in te r rupt ,  then control i s  returned 
to  Program as directed by the WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT. 
However, i f  the execution of the Sub- 
5.1.3.3 Program Subroutine Differences 
There a r e  several ways i n  which Subroutine components d i f f e r  from Pro- 
gram components. These are:  
1. A Subroutine may be executed only via a PERFORM SUBROUTINE 
STATEMENT. 
A Subroutine inserted i n  a Program is available only t o  t ha t  
Program. By convention i t  i s  recommended tha t  a l l  Subroutines 
be placed between the Declaration and Procedural Sections of 
2, 
the Program component. T h i s  is not a requirement; however, 
and Subroutines may actual1y.be placed between any two s ta te -  
ments e i t h e r  i n  a Program or a Data Bank. 
3. Data defined outside a S u b r o u t i n e  i s  available only through 
t h e  Begin Statement. 
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5.1.3.4 Subrout ine  Advantages 
I t  i s  t o  the procedure wr i t e r ' s  advantage to  use Subroutines whenever 
a task i s  t o  be performed more than once i n  h i s  procedure because: 
1. 
2 .  
I t  provides more e f f i c i en t  coding. 
I t  provides procedure modularity result ing i n  ease o f  change 
and debug. 
I t  provides quicker and eas ie r  review of a procedure by 
allowing a repeatable task to  be performed and then return 
to  the next statement following the PERFORM SUBROUTINE 
STATEMENT i n  the Program. For example: i n  the following 
Subroutine, control will be returned t o  S tep  2 a f t e r  the 
execution of the END STATEMEFIT i n  the Subroutine. 
3 .  
5.1 .3.5 Subrout i  ne Exampl e 
GOAL PROGRAM 
OPEN<LOX VENT VALVE) ; 
PERFORM SUBROUTINE (STATUS CHECK) 
<BUS l >  ,<BUS 2 >  ; 
STEP 2 CLOSE<LOX VENT VALVE) ; 
PERFORM SUBROUTINE (STATUS CHECK) 
GOAL SUBROUTINE 
BEGIN SUBROUTINE (STATUS CHECK) 
< A >  , < B >  ; 
VERIFY<A> IS O N ;  
V E R I F Y < B >  IS ON;  
TURN ON<SYSTEM INDICATOR> ; 
END SUBROUTINE; 
- Implies one o r  more statements 
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5.1.3.6 Subroutine Parameter Replacement 
PROGRAM ._ I SUBROUTINE 
DECLARE QUANTITY (Z) 
PERFORM SUBROUTINE ( S A )  
<CONSOLE 1 > , (z), n v ,  2; 
B E G I N  SUBROUTINE (SA) 
J ( B ) % ' ( C ) ,  03; 
DECLARE QUANTITY ( B )  ; 
1 DECLARE NUMBER ( D ) ;  
TURN O N ~ S W I T C H  1 > ; 
D I S P L A Y  T E X T  ( B E G I N  S A )  TO 
AND SAVE AS (B); 
L E T  ( Q )  = 3 -t { E ) ;  
IF ( D ) . =  7 THEN TERMINATE; 
TURN OFF < SKITCI-I 1 > ; 
END SUBROUTINE;  
A f t e r  execution o f  Subroutine (SA) the parameters will be replaced as 
f o l  1 ows : 
TURN ON <SWITCH 'I 
D I S P L A Y  T E X T  ( B E G I N  SA) TQ<CQNSOLE l >  ; 
READ<BUS l >  AND SAVE AS ( Z ) ;  
APPLY 15V T O  
LET ( D )  = 3 -t 2; 
IF (D) = 7 THEN TERMINATE; 
TURN OFF<SWITCH 1 > ; 
END SUBROUTINE;  
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AFTER EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE 
(2) = BUS 1 READING 
(D) = 5 
NOTE- (Z ) DATA AVAILABLE TO, PROGRAM 
(D) DATA SUBROUTINE ONLY 
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BEGIN MACRO 




S T R I N G  1 
END MACRO NOT ALLOWED 
2 END - MWCRO . 
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5.1.4 Macro 
A Macro i s  a named Character Str ing,  A Macro must s t a r t  w i t h  a BEGIN 
MACRO STATEMENT and end w i t h  an END STATEMENT. The Character Str ing,  
between the BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT and END STATEMENT, i s  defined as a 
Macro skeleton and is  made u p  of any combination o f  GOAL characters. 
The only exception is  the Character S t r i n g  "END MACRO" which i s  invalid. 
Once the Macro is defined, each reference t o  the Macro Label by an 
EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT will  cause the Macro skeleton f o r  t ha t  Macro t o  
be inserted into the source program. A Macro may be inserted anywhere 
within a Program as long as i t  i s  defined pr ior  t o  i t s  use by an EXPAND 
MACRO STATEMENT. 
should immediately follow the Begin Statement o f  the host component, 
By convention, Macros should  be grouped together and 
The BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT allows the t e s t  wri ter  t o  assign an arbi t rary 
The Parameters may be any legal Name and must be Name t o  Parameters 
unique only w i t h i n  
w i t h i n  a Macro may 
w i t h o u t  being mu1 t 
the Macro. In other words, 5 Parameter defined 
also be defined as a Name w i t h i n  the main program 
ply defined. The same Parameter could also appear 
i n  several Macros and also as a Name i n  the main body of the Program 
and n o t  be i n  e r ror .  A Parameter may be referenced as  many times as 
desired w i t h i n  the Macro skeleton. 
the contents, subst i tutable  arguments, of the Parameters defined i n  the 
The EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT specif ies  
BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT. 
The EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT allows the test  writer t o  define the nec- 
essary Character Strings which a re  used t o  replace the corresponding 
subst i tutable  arguments i n  a Macro skeleton. 
STATEMENT i s  processed, the l i s t  of Parameters i n  the BEGIN MACRO 
When the EXPAND MACRO 
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STATEMENT is l i n k e d  one-to-one t o  the Character Strings i n  the EXPAND 
MACRO STATEMENT. 
between the f i rs t  and second comas. The second Parameter i s  linked 
t o  the Character String between the second and t h i r d  commas. T h i s  
connecting process continues u n t i l  a l l  l i s t e d  Parameters are linked 
t o  a spec i f ic  Character String. The Language Processor then searches 
the Macro skeleton f o r  subst i tutable  arguments. When a subst i tutable  
argument i s  located, i t  i s  replaced by i t s  corresponding Character 
S t r i n g .  
skeleton u n t i l  i t  encounters an END MACRO STATEMENT. The Language 
Processor t h e n  i n se r t s  the Macro skeleton w i t h  the s u b s t i t u t e d  Charac- 
The f i r s t  Parameter i s  linked t o  the Character S t r i n g  
The Language Processor continues i ts  search o f  the Macro 
t e r  S t r i n g  i n  the sowce Program. 
is controlled by the EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT. The control t h a t  the 
EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT has over the Macro skeleton i s  shown i n  the 
fol  lowing examples. 
by an Expand opt ion .  
The p r i n t i n g  o f  the Macro skeleton 
A Macro definit ion is given f i r s t  and fol lowed 
The Expand option prints only the Macro skeleton a f t e r  the Character 
String has been subst i tuted,  
The Execute option i s  shown next. The Execute op t ion  resu l t s  i n  the 
p r i n t  of the Macro Label and the substi tuted Character Strings. The 
Expand and Execute option i s  shown l a s t .  
printing of a combination of the two other opt ions .  
T h i s  option results i n  a 
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5.1.4.7 Macro Example 
GOAL PROGRAM 
( C a r d  L i s t i n g )  
6 E G I N  PROGRAM (EXAMPLE) 
R E V I S I O N  2; 
B E G I N  MACRO S T A T U S  
( A )  Y ( B ) ;  
V E R I F Y  (A)  IS O F F ;  
V E R I F Y  ( B )  IS O F F ;  
END MACRO 
EXPAND S T A T U S  
, <PREFLT CAL ON) 
, <INFLT CAL ON > y ;  
EXECUTE STATUS 
<PREFLT CAL O N >  
, QINFLT CAL ON >,; 
EXPAND AND EXECUTE 
, <PREFLT CAL O N )  
,<INFLT CAL ON >,; 
GOAL PROGRAM 
(Processor L i s t i n g . )  
B E G I N  PROGRAM (EXAMPLE) 
R E V I S I O N  2;  
B E G I N  MACRO S T A T U S  
( A ) ¶  ( B ) ;  
V E R I F Y  (A} IS O F F ;  
V E R I F Y  ( B )  IS O F F ;  
END MACRO 
VERIFY <PRELFT CAL O N >  -IS OFF; 
V E R I F Y C I N F L T  CAL ON >IS O F F ;  
S T A T U S  ,< P R E F L T  CAL ON > 
< i N F L T  CAL ON > ; 
S T A T U S ,  < P R E F L T  GAL ON > 
<INFLT CAL ON > ; 
VERIFY <PREFLT CAL O N >  IS OFF 
VERIFY <INFLT CAL ON >IS OFF; 




- - e r a = -  




5.1 ,5 Non-Goal 
-GOAL component consists o f  a package written i n  another language. 
Since i t  i s  impossible t o  predict a l l  tes t ing capabi l i t ies  tha t  are 
required of a test  language, the GOAL test language provides for the 
use o f  other languages. The ava i lab i l i ty  o f  other languages t o  be 
used as a NON-GOAL component is  d i rec t ly  dependent upon the design 
of a to ta l  t e s t  system. 
A compatible language may be used t o  create a NON-GOAL component by 
compiling the other language routine by i t s  own compiler. The object 
deck o f  the other language is  inserted i n  a Data Bank Subroutine. The 
objec t  deck must be immediately preceded by a LEAVE STATEMENT and must 
be immediately followed by a RESUME STATEMENT. 
also contain additional GOAL statements, i f  necessary. 
Such a Subrout.ine may 
The execution o f  a NON-GOAL component is controlled by a PERFORM SUB- 
ROUTINE STATEMENT. 
statements preceding o r  following the NON-GOAL component will be 
executed i n  their normal sequence. 
Once control is  passed t o  a Subroutine any GOAL 
When a LEAVE STATEMENT i s  encountered by the executive, control i s  
passed t o  the NON-GOAL component. After execution of a NON-GOAL com- 
ponent, control may be returned t o  the Data Bank Subroutine a t  the 
RESUME STATEMENT. The  remaining GOAL statements are then executed i n  
their normal sequence. 
and t h e  NON-GOAL component may be achieved by passing data declared 
i n  the LEAVE STATEMENT. 




LANGUAGE SYSTEM CONCEPTS 
The LANGUAGE SYSTEM contains three major divisions. Namely, the lan- 
guage, the Language Processor, and the system executive. 
divisions overlap somewhat i n  function. 
to  d i s t i n g u i s h  between a language function, processor function, or 
executive function. 
Each of these 
I t  i s  sometimes very d i f f i c u l t  
Language 
The language must provide statements which will contain a complete 
command, just as an E n g l i s h  statement requires a1 1 o f  i t s  parts . t o  be 
complete. 
tha t  will be recognizable by the processor, and tha t  each statement 
contains enough information t o  enable the executive t o  perform the 
cornand 
I t  must make sure tha t  i t s  statement contains information 
The language is  required to  contain a l l  the information necessary t o  
provide a complete checkout of the system under t e s t .  
Language Processor 
The Language Processor is responsible to  check the language statement 
t o  verify the statement syntax. The processor must convert the program 
statement from i t s  i n p u t  source format into an executive-recognizable 
format. 
parts of the statement t h a t  a re  necessary fo r  a command t o  be performed 
I t  must not only assure correct grammar b u t  also tha t  a l l  
are present i n  the statement. 
The processor m u s t  l i n k  the t e s t  program t o  the system under t e s t  via 
the Data Bank. I t  re la tes  statements t o  statements and ver i f ies  tha t  
I anguage components are properly combined. 
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5.2.2.1 Sys tern Subroutines 
Subroutines may be inserted between any SPECIFY STATEMENTS i n  the Data 
Bank. The Subroutines would then be available to  any program a t  com- 
p i le  time. 
When a system Subroutine i s  requested i n  a program by a PERFORM SUB- 
ROUTINE STATEMENT, the Language Processor will f i rs t  t r y  t o  find a 
local Subroutine and will then look for  a system Subroutine. 
i s  found,  an e r ror  condition will be flagged.. 
I f  none 
5.2.2.2 System Macros 
System Macros will be available t o  any program via a system Macro 
package i n  the Language Processor. 
When a Macro i s  requested a program by an EXPAND MACRO STATEMEhIT, 
the Language Processor will f i r s t  t ry  t o  f i n d  a local Macro and will 
then look f o r  a system Macro. I f  none is  found, an error  condition 
w i  1 1 be f 1 agged . 
5.2.2.3 Processor Options 
The GOAL processor will provide several options. These include: 
1. Source Listings - L i s t i n g  of a l l  source records processed. 
2. Expanded Statement L i s t i n g  - A l i s t i n g  of a l l  statements 
a f t e r  processing w i t h  compiler generated step numbers. 
3. Statement Label Cross Reference - A l i s t  of a l l  statement 
labels  defined or referenced i n  a GOAL program. 
4. Internal Name Cross Reference - A l i s t i n g  of a l l  symbolic 
names defined or referenced i n  a GOAL program. 
Function Designator Summary - A l i s t i n g  of a l l  Function Desig- 
nators referenced i n  a GOAL program. 
5. 
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6 .  Diagnostics Summary - A l i s t i n g  of a l l  errors  detected. 
Several direct ives  will also be provided, including: 
1 .  Sequencing Field Size 
2. E d i t  Only 
3 .  List output report  selection 
4. T i t l e  f o r  l i s t i n g  page 
5. Date f o r  l i s t i ng  page 
6. Number of l ines  per page on pr in te r  l i s t i n g  
7. Page counter 
5.2.3 Executive 
The executive must take the output of the Language Processor and per- 
form the necessary program functions. The executive must handle such 
i terns as scheduling events, t i m i n g  f o r  data acquisit ion,  engineer- 
executive communication, e tc .  
Many 1 anguage statements are highly implementation dependent. The 
result of a statement may be considerably d i f fe ren t  depending on bow 
the executive handles the statement. I t  is  conceivable tha t  language 
statements written prior t o  development of an executive may have to  be 
changed somewhat a f t e r  executive development. For example a statement 
is legal which says "EVERY 2 SECS CONCURRENTLY PERFORM PROGRAM (A);" b u t  
the executive may be unable t o  handle a 2 second cycl ic  r a t e  fo r  pro- , 
gram execution, t h u s  a minimum cycl ic  r a t e  would have t o  be imposed. 
5.3 P ~ ~ G ~ ~ I N G  CONCEPTS 
Many concepts were legis la ted during the development of the GOAL 
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nguage. Five of the more special concepts are  discussed i n  the 
f o l  lowing i tems : 
t ab l e  techniques, program termination, and dimensions. 
concurrent processing, 1 anguage level interrupt ,  
5.3.1 Concurrency 
Concurrency i s  used w i t h i n  this write-up i n  the general context which  
assumes a t  l e a s t  a second , independently compiled, t e s t  application 
task may be in i t i a t ed  pr ior  t o  the completion o f  another task.  
does no t  force a selection of e i the r  a multiprogramming system or a 
para l le l  processing system. The e f f o r t  was made, assuming some con- 
currency does e x i s t ,  t o  ascertain what information required can best 
be specified a t  t e s t  preparation time and how this information can be 
T h i s  
presented i n  a readable manner. 
The t e s t  environment appears t o  d ic ta te  t h a t  a "reactive monitor" i s  
needed. 
with the capabi 1 i ty  t o  i n i t i a t e  commands i f  the s ta tus  violates  1 i m i  t s  . 
T h i s  i s  long term surveillance o f  a t e s t  condition coupled 
Conventional moni to r i  ng i s embedded i n  t h i  s capabi 1 i ty  
STATEMENT i n  GOAL provides the "reactive" capabi l i ty  by allowing another 
program to be performed. 
o f  supplying monitor only parameters fo r  e i the r  continuous monitoring 
or exception monitoring. 
The CONCURRENT 
The statement provides a simplified method 
5.3.2 Language Level Interrupts 
Language Level Interrupts indicate t o  the executive tha t  an external 
event has occurred, and tha t  this par t icular  event requires a t tent ion.  
Language Level Interrupts permit key Function Designators t o  interrupt  
t h e  execution of a test  program and automatically t ransfer  control to  
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** . 
a specified Interrupt r Subroutine and also t o  another language 
statement. After execuktan an Interrupt response Subroutine, con- 
trol is returned t o  the call ing program. Language Level Interrupts 
are  not t o  be confused wi 
of  the executive during the iandling o f  such items a s  timing or comu- 
nicatian.  The term In cument re fers  t o  a Language 
Level Interrupt i f  not 
stem Interrupts,  t ha t  control the execution 
A Function Designator can interrupt  a t e s t  program only i f  the following 
three ( 3 )  steps are performed. 
(1) The F u w t i o n  Designator must be declared as an 
Interrupt w i & w  -he Data Bank. The necessary 
conditions fa interrupt i  on t o  occur must 
also be defined i n  the SPECIFY STATEMENT. 
(2)  A WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT t h a t  references the 
Interrupt Function Designator must be previously 
executed. The WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT enables 
the Interrupt.  
t o  be passed 
(3 )  Final Jy, the- conditions specified for the Interrupt 
must be met; and the Interrupt Function Designator 
I t  also defines where control i s  
the occurrence of the Interrupt.  
must s t i l l  be enabled and not suspended. The 
execution o f  the t e s t  program wiJ1' then be 
interrupted for servicing of the Interrupt.  
An Interrupt enabled far* a Darticular program i s  suspended during 
execution of a Subrout in  , T h a t  i s ,  i f  an Interrupt enabled i n  a 
program occurs du r ing  the execution of a Subroutine, the Interrupt 
will not be serviced u n t i l  control is  passed t o  the cal l ing program. 
An Interrupt tha t  occurs du r ing  the execution of a Subroutine will be 
serviced only i f  the Interrupt was enabled by the Subroutine. An 
In te r rupt  enabled by both the program and Subroutine tha t  occurs d u r i n g  
the execution of the Subroutine will f irst  be serviced d u r i n g  execution 
o f  the Subroutine. I f  the Interrupt i s  st i l l  active when control i s  
returned t o  the cal l ing program, i t  will be serviced f o r  the second 
t ime  during the execution o f  the t e s t  program. 
The WHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT enables an Interrupt and the DISABLE 
ERRUPT STATEMENT disables the Interrupt. If  an Interrupt occurs 
after i t  has been disabled, i t  will no t  be serviced, the execution 
af  the tes t  program will no t  be interrupted by the occurrence of an 
In te r rupt  t h a t  i s  disabled. 
The MHEN INTERRUPT STATEMENT may also specify a Statement Number i n -  
stead o f  a Subroutine. 
indicated statement a t  the time of an Interrupt occurrence. 
In this case, control will be passed t o  the 
The following Examples show various types of Interrupt conditions. 
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5.3.2.1 Language Level Interrupt Examples 
. __ 
PROGRAM A SUBROUTINE SA 
si0 WHEN INTERRUPT<X>OCCURS I 55 . 




GO TO S T E P  700; I 
I 
I 
I S15 L E T  ( A )  = ( B ) ;  
I 
S40 
s70 WHEN INTERRUPT< X>OCCURS f si o WHEN INTERRUPT<X>OCCUR: 
GO T O  S T E P  20; 
s90 t 
9 0 5  PERFORM SUBROUTINE (SA) ; I 
5200 
I szo SET<SYSTEM FLAG>TO O N ;  
I 




1 S30 A S S I G N  ( K )  = OFF; 
I 






S500 OPEN <VENT VALVES >; 
TERM I NAT E ; 
5700 TURN OFF <SYSTEM POWER> ; I 
TERMINATE;  
7 ERM I NATE ; 
I M P L I E S  ONE OR MORE STATEMENTS 
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INTERRUPT A S S U M ~ ~ ~ I O N S  
E x a m p l e  1. 
-_ 
CONDITION:  
EXECUTING IN "A" 
S T E P  10 PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED AND S T I L L  ENABLED. 
S T E P  40 IS BEING EXECUTED WHEN INTERRUPT <X> OCCURS. 
RESPONSE : 
S T E P  40 IS COMPLETED 
EXECUTION IS RESUMED AT S T E P  500. 
E x a m p l e  2. 
C O N D I T I O N :  
"A" IS EXECUTING 
S T E P  10 IS EXECUTED 
S T E P  70 IS EXECUTED 
STEP 90 IS BEING PROCESSED WHEN INTERRUPT <x> OCCURS. 
RESPONSE : 
S T E P  90 IS COMPLETED 
' EXECUTION IS RESUMED AT S T E P  700; 
COMMENT : 
.* 
T H E  EXECUTION OF S T E P  70 HAD THE A F F E C T  OF D I S A B L I N G  S T E P  
10 BECAUSE, THEY REFERENCED THE SAME INTERRUPT.  
E x a m p l e  3. 
CONDITION:  - 
S T E P  70 IN "A" PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED. 
"SA" IS EXECUTING A S  A RESULT OF S T E P  105 IN PROGRAM A. 
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E x a m p l e  3 ( C T D ) :  
S T E P  5 IS BEING EXECUTED NHEN I N T E R R U P T  <X> OCCURS. 
RESPONSE : 
' 'SA" CONTINUES NORMAL PROCESSING 
COMMENT : 
WHEN CONTROL IS RETURNED TO PROGRAM A AT T H E  S T E P  IMMEDIATELY 
FOLLOWING S T E P  105, THEN T H E  INTERRUPT ACTION IS NOTED AND 
CONTROL DIVERTED T O  700. 
E x a m p l e  4. 
CONDITION:  
S T E P  70 IN "A" PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED. 
"SA" 
S T E P  10 IN "SA" PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED. 
S T E P  15 IS EXECUTING WHEN INTERRUPT <X> OCCURS. 
IS EXECUTING A S  A RESULT OF S T E P  105 I N  PROGRAM A. 
RESPONSE : 
STEP 15 COMPLETES PROCESSING.  
S T E P  20 IN "SA" IS T H E  NEXT S T E P  PROCESSED. 
COMMENT : 
WHEN CONTROL IS RETURNED TO PROGRAM A A T  T H E  S T E P  IMMEDIATELY 
FOLLOWING S T E P  105, THEN T H E  I N T E R R U P T  S T A T U S  . O F  <X> IS 
T E S T E D  AND IF  S T I L L  A C T I V E  CONTROL IS RESUMED AT S T E P  700. 
Example 5. 
CONDITION.: 
S T E P  70 IN "A" PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED. 
"SA" IS EXECUTING AS A RESULT OF S T E P  105 IN PROGRAM A. 
. .  
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Example 5. ( CTD) :
STEP 22 IN "SA" PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED. 
STEP 36 IN "SA" IS BEING EXECUTED ~~E~ INTERRUPT <X> OCCURS. 
RESPONSE : 
"SA" CONTINUES NORMAL PROCESSING. 
COMMENT : 
THE INTERRUPT HAD NO AFFECT ON "SA" A5 STEP 22 HAD CANCELLED 
THE REQUEST FOR INTERRUPT ACTION. 
DISABLES STEP 10, THIS IS STEP 10 WITHIN "SA" ONLY. 
EVEN THOUGH THE STEP 22 
5.3 3 Tab1 e Teehni ques 
Tables are especi a1 l y  suited t o  t e s t  appl i cations involving t e s t  pat-  
terns such as those required i n  the tes t ing o f  voting logic  and in te r -  
face connections . 
The Declaration of tables i s  discussed i n  Section 11. 
The general format of a table i s  depicted below. 
Row 1 
Row 2 






DESIGNATOR ’ .  
1 2 . 3 .  cri 
Column 
. Numbers *. 
Note tha t  mw numbers and columns are not part o f  the tab le . i t se1f  b u t  
may be used by statements referencing the table t o  locate data or data 
’ 
storage. 
feature  wil l  be flagged as an e r ro r  a t  processing time. 
reference t o  non-existent rows by us ing  the Row Number 
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If by an erroneous calculation an Index Name contains a reference to  
non-existent data location, then the executive system should  indicate 
the error .  This applies for  columns also.  
If the same Function Designator appears more than once i n  the table 
outline,  then the en t r ies  are flagged as possible errors .  
ACTIVATE TABLE STATEMENT or INHIBIT TABLE STATEMENT l a t e r  uses this 
If  an 
multiple entered Function Designator as a Row Designator, then the 
processor will d i r ec t  the action t o  be taken on a l l  rows with tha t  
Function Designator. 
-DECLARE STATE TABLE (ENGIJJE LOGIC) WITH 5 ROWS AND 3 COLUMNS 
TITLED 
(PASS I), ,  (PASS 21, (PASS 3 )  WITH ENTRIES 
<ENG 1 IGN PHASE 
SOLENOID> ; . O N ,  . ON,: ¶ 
<ENGINE N O  . .  1 . 
. .  . .  
CUTOFF> ., ON; * OFF, 9 -  
.<START TANK ALL A .  
. .  . .  
* *  . ... . . 
. VENT) , 'OFF, * ' OFF, 9 . .  
. .  <ENG I ST. TANK 
' DISCHARGE CONTROL) ,. ON 3 ON,. * -, I . .  < MAIN .STAGE' CONTROL . 
SOLENOID) '; * ON, .. OFF, 9 
Example 1: TURN ON (ENGINE LOGIC) FUNCTIONS; 
Example 2: SET (ENGINE LOGIC) FUNCTIONS TO (PASS 1 ) ;  
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E x a m p l e  3: READ.-(ENGINE L O G I C )  FUNCTIONS AND SAVE A S  ( P A S S  3); 
E x a m p l e  4: V E R I F Y  ( E N G I N E  L O G I C )  FUNCTIONS ARE ( P A S S  2 ) ;  
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DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE (BUS READINGS) WITH 4 RO 
WITH ENTRIE 
<BUS 10> , l O V ,  15V, I 14v $ 
<BUS 20) , 15V 2ov ¶ 12V$ 
BUS 30) , 12v, 18V, Y 25V 
<BUS 40) , 14V, 2ov 3 ¶ 16V; 
Example 1 : VERIFY (BUS READINGS) FUNCTIONS ARE COLUMN 2; 
Example 2: VERIFY (BUS READINGS) FUNCTIONS ARE BETWEEN COLUMN 1 AND 
COLUMN 2; 
Example 3: INHIBIT (BUS READINGS) ROW 3; 
VERIFY (BUS READINGS) FUNCTIONS ARE LESS THAN COLUMN 3; 
Example 4: READ<BUS 20) ARD SAVE. AS (BUS READ’IMGS.) ROW 3 COLUMN 
. .  . 3;  
If the ta rge t  hardware system provides. special f a c i l i t y  t o  group ’ 
commands, then i t  is  assumed the processdr will package the commands 
together providing a l l  ‘the functions fo r  the table’ belong t o  the . 
. same group’. T h i s  is an implementation op t ion .  The functions will. 
otherwise be issued i n  a s e r i a l  manner s t a r t i ng  w i t h  Row’ 1 and ‘pro- 
ceeding t o  Row N .  Rows t ha t  are inhibited will be ignored. . ‘ 
. .  
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DECLARE S T A T E  T A B L E  (POMER) ROWS AND 3 COLUMNS T I T L E D  
.>:2?& 
@{IN), (BACK UP),  ( I N I T I A L  S T A T E )  
WITH E N T R I E S  
$ ROW 1 ;< MAIN POWER 1 > ON, OFF, , 
$ ROW 2;< MAIN POkiER 2 > , ON, OFF, I 
ON , 9 $ ROW 3 ;< BACK U P  POWER 1 > 
$ ROW 4 ; < B A C K  U P  POWER 2 )  ,- OFF, ON , 3 
DECLARE T E X T  L I S T  (POWER MESSAGE L I S T )  WITH 4 E N T R I E S  
$ MESSAGE NO 1 ;  (MAIN POWER S U P P L Y  NO 1 IS NOT O N ) ,  
$ MESSAGE NO 2;  (MAIN POWER S U P P L Y  NO 2 IS NOT ON) ,  
$ MESSAGE NO 3 ; (BACK U P  POWER $:-'PPLY NO 1 IS O N ) ,  
Y NO 2 IS O N ) ;  $ MESSAGE NO 4; (BACK U P  POWE 
__ 9 2 ;' 
2, E; 
Example: VERIFY (POWER) FUNCTIONS ARE EQUAL TO (MAIN) ELSE DISPLAY 
E X C E P T I O N S  U S I N G  MESSAGES FROM (POWER. MESSAGE L I S T )  AND 
S T O P ;  
. .  
The message l i s t  m y s t  be as l ong  as, or longer t h a n ,  the power table.  
The exception i s  t h a t  one .message may=.-be used for many exceptions by 
expl . .  i c i  t l y  denoting or referencing on 
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When the Table Name is  used 
the action is  taken f o r  a l l  
tha t  (INITIAL STATE) may be 
which case the rewriting of 
without row/column modification, then 
active functions i n  the table .  Also note 
a column name i n  the (POWER) table  i n  
the Table Name is  optional. When the 
example i s  executed, a reading i s  performed t o  obtain the l a t e s t  
available data and then the comparison is  made. The order s t a r t s  
w i t h  Row 1 .  If an item f a i l s  t o  pass the Comparison Test, then the 
corresponding message 'list entry i s  displayed; e.g., i f  entry 4 in 
the (POWER) table  f a i l ed ,  then message 4 is  displayed. Message. 
correlation i s  done regardless i f  any of the preceding rows were 
inhibited o r  not .  
. .  r .  
. .  . . .  . .  
. .  5.3,4 Program Termination . . .  
I . .  
...* System assumptions were made for program termination cipabi 1 i t y  for'  
TWO termination.options are . . .  pro- 
. 
. .  . .  . .  
seri.al and concurrent processing, 
yided: 
. .  . .  
. . .  
... . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
"TERMINATE" 'and..''TERMiNATE SYSTEM.". 1 . ' . 
. .  . .  . .  
.. 3 .  
. .  . * .  . . .- . 
.. . .  
. *  . 
. .  
a .  Serial 'Processing: I . .  
. . . .  
I .  * .  ... . . .  
. -  , .  . .  
. .  .Consider"PROGRAM A. p&forms PROGRAM: B:" If a TERMINATE*iS'- . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  .-. 1 .  . .  . .  
. *  . . .  . . .  executed . . .  i n PROGRAM B,  then processing.of PROGRAM B ceases. . .  . . .  
. 
. However,. i f  i n  the aboie example, a YERMINATE SYSTEM.h$d. . . .  been.'. 
and. control. i s  returned t o  PROGRAM. A and PROGNM ,A continues. . .  
. .  
. .  
.. 
. encountered . _  i n  PROGRAM .B' instead of a. normal TERMINATE ,. then 
. not only would PROGRAM B be stopped b u t  also the chain of 
execution th rough  which execution was in i t i a t ed ,  i n  this case, 
PROGRAM A. The ef fec t  would be the same i f  instead of PROGRAM 
B ,  i t  was a Subroutine tha t  PROGRAM A had executed. 
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Concurrent Processing : 
Now assume PROGRAM A performs PROGRAM B concurrently w i t h  a 
f ive  minute cycle ra te .  If a TERMINATE i s  executed i n  PRO- 
GRAM B ,  then PROGRAM R stops execution and remains stopped 
u n t i l  the concurrency ra te  requirements are met and then 
program B is  executed again. 
Using the same example, assume a TERMINATE SYSTEM was en- 
countered. The program stops execution and also the request 
f o r  concurrent execution is  cancelled. PROGRAM B would not 
be automatically recalled. by t h e  system. PROGRAM A would'not -. 
. .  
. .  . be terminated. . if PROGRAM A was dependent. on PROGRAM B a s  . ' ' 
* "* PROGRAM B ..to sibnal .PROGRAM A; 'probadly by a system ind.icator, . ' . .  .. . . .  . .  . .* 
. . . . . . 
. .  . .  . .  
. *  . . .  . .  . e .  
before {executing . .  the . .  TERMINATE SYSTEM.' . .  . 
. .  . .  
.. - . .  
. .  . I .. . .. . 
. .. . * .  
. .  . .  
. . .  . .  . .. - .  .. . 
. .  * .  53:s ' . . Qimenkiois . .  z . .  . 
: l 
' - ' Dimensions are,allowed to.prornoLe the re'adahi1,ity o f  -the statements.' . . . _ . .  . 
* .- . . .  : , . .  . e . :  . . a  
: s 
. *  . .  
. .  usikg.or referencing t i e  data 'associated wiJh .the giv.en Biinension' . . .. 
Standard abbreviatiohs' are  allowed *and .are validated . .  by 'the ianguage- 
. . .  . .  . . .  
, .  
. .  2. 
A * .  - .Processor. . The test . .  wrf te r  must  take t h e  necessayy precautions t o  
insbre the. consistent use .of compatible Dimensions by procedural. . .  
. .  
, 
I f .  
* statements. 'The processor/executive is  no t  expected t o  perform 
compatibility checks.' A g i e n  system may e l e c t  t o  implement a . 
processor t ha t  recognizes cer ta in  engi neeri ng u n i  ts 'as scal i ng d i  rec- 
tives to  the processor bu t  t o  proceed much fur ther  appears unlikely 
. 
a t  this time, 
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name o f  the basic unit Dimension i s  used, then e i t h e r  
or s-ingular will be allowed. 
DIMENSION TABL 
f o l l o w i n g  matrix. 
Engineering units available f o r  use i n  GOAL are listed i n  the 
consistent use of compatible dimensions. 
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Other allowable dimensions are: 
KILOVOLTS (AC o r  DC) 
D E C I B E L S  above one i71i 1 1  iwatt 
D E C I B E L S  above one watt 
KILOVOLT AMPERES 
VOLT AMPERES REACTIVE 
KILOVOLT AMPERES REACTIVE 
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SECTION V I 9  GOAL ELEMENTS 
6.0 GENERAL 
This section discusses the elements which are’ the most basic syntax 





6.1 CHARACTER SET 
These elements define the basic language Character Set.  All language 
statements o r  elements can be traced t o  a basic makeup consisting o f  
these elements . 
6.1.1 Character 
The Character element diagram i s  a composite showing t h a t  the fu l l  
GOAL Character Set i s  made up of Let ters ,  Numerals, and Symbols. 
provides a cross-reference t o  the basic language characters. 
I t  
6.1.2 Letter 
The Letter element defines the l e t t e r s  available in the GOAL Character 
Set. These are a l l  l e t t e r s  A-Z. They must  always be written i n  the 
Upper Case. 
the l e t t e r  "1" should be written as "I['', and n o t  as " 3 " .  
By convention the l e t t e r  "0" should be slashed 'I@'' and 
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The Numeral element defines the Numerals available i n  the GOAL Character 
Set- The allowable Numerals are 0-9. 
The ~umeral , zero, "0" should - no t  be slashed and the Numeral one, 
' ' 1 1 ' ~  should be written as "1" and not as "I". 
6.1.4 
Symbol element defines the special Symbols available i n  the GOAL 
Character Set. All special Symbols used i n  the GOAL Character Set are . 
ard t o  the (ASCII) USA Standard Code for Information Interchange 
Code and t h e  (EBCDIC) Extended Binary Code Decimal Interchange Code. 
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LldO PARENTHESIS ALLOWED 
BLWWKS A N D  COM 
ARE SIGNIFICANT 
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6.2 CHARACTER GROUPS 
These elements show how the basic characters may be linked together, 
These tex t  strings are  of two types: 
S t r i n g ,  and ( 2 )  a delimited Character String (Text Constant) which is  
(1) an undelimited Character 
given def in i te  syntax a t t r ibu tes .  
6.2.1 Character S t r i n g  
The Character S t r i n g  element allows Let ters ,  Numerals, and Symbols t o  
be placed side by side forming a string of characters. 
6.2.2 Text Constant 
The Text Constant element defines a block of Text data. I t  i s  delimited 
by parenthesis. Blanks are s ign i f icant  and could be used for formatting 
the Text Constant. Comments, per se ,  a re  s ignif icant  i n  the Text Con- 










6.3 EXTERNAL REFERENCE 
These elements inc'hde syntactical units defining Data Bank Function 
Designators, a 
Designators. 
- .  - - -  
ide elements t o  use i n  referencing these Function 
6.3.1 Function Desi gnc? * z- 
Function Designators are  items which interface,  via the Data Bank, w i t h  
the System Un Test. All hardware linkages must be supplied by the 
, %  d. . 
Data Bank a t  compile time. 
brackets or  "greater than" and " less  t h a n "  Symbols. They are  composed 
Function Designators a re  delimited by angle 
o f  e i the r  Let ters ,  Numerals, o r  a Symbol subset. 
Function Designators are  uniquely defined i n  a Data Bank via  a SPECIFY 
STATEMENT. . -  
. .  
Blanks and Comments are not s ignif icant  w i t h i n  the angle brackets, 
therefore,  care should be taken t o  ensure tha t  the non blank characters 
form a unique string w i t h  respect t o  other Function Designators. 
Example : < LOX VENT VALVE> <POWER TRANSFER COMPLETE IND .> 
<,w COOLANT TEMPERATURE> <LHZ VALVE 3 (H/L) > 
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ROW DESIGNATOR 
UST BE UWIQUELY DEFINED 
ABLE DECLARATION STATE 
21 2 
6.3.2 External Designator 
When a 'statement references the External Designator syntax element the 
procedure writer has an option of referencing e i the r  a single Function 
Designator or a group of Function Designators. 
When used as a group these Function Designators, which  are  linkages t o  
test equipment external to  the computer, must have been placed i n  a 
table .  Therefore t o  reference a group of Function Designators i t  i s  
necessary t o  give the table  name and the word Functions. 
Functions serves as an indicator t o  the Language Processor t ha t  the 
The word 
Function Designators l i s t e d  i n  the table  will be the recipient of the 
stated action. 
Example: <LOX VENT VALVE) 
(SWITCH POSITION) FUNCTIONS 
6.3.3 Row Designator 
A Row Designator provides a means of referencing a row i n  a table  by 
u s i n g  the Function Designator i n  the Function column o f  t h a t  row. The 




These elements include syntactical uni ts  defining variables t h a t  are 
1 t o  the t e s t  program and no t  d i rec t ly  related t o  the system 
under test, 
6.4.1 Name 
A Name l's an internal variable defined a t  coding time. A Name may be 
used as a f l ag  o r  as a storage area. 
~~~~~~ o r  subroutine and i s ,  therefore,  local t o  the hoslt; component. 
All Names must  be unique i n  any one GOAL component. A Name m u s t  begin 
I t  is  not accessible by any other 
w i t h  a Letter and may consist of a combination of Letters and Numerals 
only. Names are  delimited by parenthesis. Neither blanks nor Comments 
are s ign i f i can t  and may be used f ree ly  w i t h i n  the Name. 
Exampies: (DEGREES OF PITCH) 
(TM CAL MODE RESULTS) 
6.4.2 Column Name 
A s y n t a c t i c  u n i t  defined i n  a Table  Declaration Statement and used t o  
name a column t h a t  i s  pa r t  of the table  b e i n g  defined. 
DAB 
LIST NAME 
UST BE PREDEFI 
LIST DECLARATION STATEMENT 
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6.4.3 Data Bank Name 
A syntactic u n i t  defined i n  a BEGIN DATA BANK STATEMENT used t o  name 
the Data Bank componenc being generated. 
6.4.4 Index Name 
An Index Name must be declared as. numeric i n  a simple Data Declaration 
Statement. 
t e s t  writer us ing  the LET EQUAL STATEMENT. 
The Index Name may be incremented o r  decremented by the 
6.4.5 List Name 
A syntactic u n i t  indicating the name o f  a List and defined i n  a List 
Declaration Statement. 
Number o r  an Index Name i t  refers  t o  a l l  variables i n  the List. 
If a List Name is used w i t h o u t  an Integer 
6.4.6 Parameter 
A Parameter represents arguments t o  be reserved as pseudo entr ies  i n  
a Macro or Subroutine, or t o  signify the passing o f  data t o  the Macro 
or  Subroutine using the EXPAND MACRO STATEMENT and PERFORM SUBROUTINE 
STATEMENT. 
only, b u t  Parameters i n  the Subroutine represent e i the r  an 
Parameters i n  the Macro are effect ively t ex t  subs t i tu t ions  
Name or a Function Designator. 
by parenthesis o r  angle  brackets, as appropriate. A Macro Parameter 
can only be delimited by parenthesis. 




6.4.7 Program Name 
A syntact ic  u n i t  defined i n  a BEGIN PROGPAM STATEMENT used t o  name the 
Program. 
6.4.8 Subroutine Name 
A syntactic u n i t  defined i n  a BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATEMENT used t o  name 
a Subrouti ne. 
6.4.9 Table Name 
A syntact ic  u n i t  defined i n  a Table Declaration Statement used t o  name 
the Tab1 e being decl ared. 
21 9 
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6.4.70 Internal Name 
Examp 7 es : (PRESSURE READING) 
{MESSAGE LIST) 
(SNITCH TABLE) ROW 3 COLUMN 4 
LAMP 1> (RESET) 
An Internal Name may be one of three types - 
A. NAME - an internal variable arbitrat-i ly chosen by the tes t  
wri ter .  
LIST NAME - defined i n  a LIST DECLARATION STATEMENT and may 
include i ndexi ng . 
B. 
C. TABLE NAME - defined i n  a TABLE DECLARATION STATEMENT and 
must contain either an indicator f o r  ROW and COLUMN o r  a t  
l e a s t  fo r  a COLUMN. Indexing on ROWS and COLUMNS i s  also 
avai 1 ab1 e. 
An Internal Name is  made u p  o f  Letters and Numerals only. The f i r s t  
character must be a Letter.  
An Internal Name i s  delimited by parenthesis. 









These elements include the syntactical  units tha t  are  used f o r  processor 
and executive ident i f icat ion o f  a Macro, Program, and/or Data Bank. 
el is defined i n  a BEGIN MACRO STATEMENT. A Macro Label 
names a combination of language statements t ha t  a re  created as  exten- 
sions to  t h e  language and are referenced i n  a procedure by the name 
indicated by Macro Label. Parenthesis are  not required as delimiters.  
The first character must be a Letter. The Macro Label cannot contain 
any symbols. The Macro Label allows f ree  use of blanks. 
Revisirsn Label 
The Revision Label indicates the revision o f  the GOAL component de- 
f i n i n g  it i n  t h a t  component's Begin Statement. I t  may be any combin- 
ation o f  Letters and Numerals. 
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6.6 OPTIONAL PREFIXES 
These elements define the syntactical  units tha t  may be combined w i t h  
any Procedural Statement. 
be linked together. 
I t  a lso shows how the prefix elements may 
6.6.1 Procedural Statement Prefix 
Examples: STEP 65 W H E N Q C L O C K  
STEP 43 AFTER<CLOCK > IS -5 MINS THEN 
VERIFY< LOX VENT VALVE > IS OPEN, 
I F  (PRESS A) IS GREATER THAN 1500 PSIA THEN 
The PROCEDURAL STATEMENT PREFIX allows Procedural Statements t o  be 
preceded by a combination o f  either Step Number and/or Time Prefix 
and/or Verify Prefix. This  allows a Procedural Statement t o  be 
referenced by another Procedural Statement, t o  be executed dependent 
upon a time condition; and/or t o  be executed dependent upon an event 
occurrence. 
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"S" WILL BE PRINTED AS "STEP*' 
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6.6.2 Step Number 
.. 2. , 
A Step Numbel. absed w i  t h  any Procedural Statement. I t  provides 
a means of  1 
comprised of Numerals only and is  .preceded by e i the r  an "SI', or  "STEP". 
If  an "S" i s  I 
w i t h  "STEP" a t  compile time. 
r referencing a statement. The Step Number is  
coding time, then the compiler will replace tha t  
Only statements which a re  referenced by 
have a Step Number. 
r t i  cul a r  order. 
Step Numbers are  not re- 
However, an ascending sequence 
convention i s  recommended. 
Step Numberss when used t o  reference a spec i f ic  Procedural Statement, 
must reference a statement w i t h i n  the boundaries o f  the same GOAL com- 
ponent. For a&+, 
statement f l i  ~'SU 
fore local t o  a component. 
a Step Number i n  a program cannot reference a 
i r  
L- . 
t jne  of another Program. Step Numbers a re  there- 
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KEYWORD BRANCH A L TIME DESIGNATOR OHLY 
.I-- 
TIME 
1 IS VALUE 
6 . 6 . 3  Time P r e f i x  
~ ~ a m p i e s :  AFTER <CLOCK> IS -14 HRS 30 MINS, 
WHEN <GIVIT> IS 1130 HRS THEN 
The Time Prefix permits a statement t o  be executed dependent upon a 
specific time condition. The Function Designator referenced must  be 
a Time Function Designator type. 
I f  the Key word "AFTER" i s  used the statement following the Time Pre- 
f i x  will be executed when the time specified i s  l ess  t h a n  - the actual 
tine reading. If the Key word "WHEN" i s  used, the statement following 
t h e  Time Prefix will be executed when the time specified i s  equal t o  
or less than the actual time reading. 
Th i s  i s  - not a concurrent prefix.  
until t h e  Time Prefix is sa t i s f i ed .  




2 CONI PAR I SON 
TEST D ESI G W AT0 R ---- p.p.--s 
MUST BE TAKEN IF THE ABBREVIATED DEFAULT r OPTION OF THE STOP STATEMENT fS USED 
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6.6.4 Verify Prefix 
Examples: IF ( A )  = (13) THEN 
VERIFY <SI1 CHILLDOGJN V L V >  IS CLOSED THEN 
The Verify Prefix cannot be used as a stand alone statement, b u t  may 
be used as an optional prefix t o  any Procedural Statement. The Verify 
Pref ix  provides a conditional t ransfer  capabili ty.  The Verify Prefix 
has two main options: namely the "IF THEN" and "VERIFY" options. 
The "IF  THEN" option provides a condi t iona l  branching capabili ty based . 
upon comparison tes t ing of internal data. The  optional nature o f  the 
statement execution i s  provided by embedding i n  the " I F  THEN" option 
a Relational Formula or  L i m i t  Formula fo r  comparison tes t ing.  
r e s u l t  of the evaluation of the formula i s  true, the remaining p a r t  
If  the 
GF t h i s  statement will be executed. If  the result o f  t h e  evaluation 
of t h e  formula i s  false, the remaining portion of the statement will 
not be executed, b u t  the next statement i n  the written sequence will 
be executed. 
The "VERIFY" option provides a conditional t ransfer  capabi 1 i t y  based 
upon comparison testing of external data. The Verify op t ion  a lso 
uses the L i m i t  Formula o r  Relational Formula for  determining branching 
by t h e  same method as the "IF THEN" option. 
The "VERIFY" option also provides a negative comparison tes t ing w i t h  
the "ELSE" path. In this instance, i f  the result of the evaluation 
of t h e  formula is  f a l se ,  the O u t p u t  Exception u n i t  will be executed 
next and followed by the r e s t  of the statement. I f  the r e su l t  of 
the evaluation of the formula i s  t rue ,  the next  statement i n  the 
wr i t ten  sequence wi 11 be executed. The "VERIFY" opt ion a1 so provides 
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a time interval far test ing.  The r e su l t  of the time interval test can 
be considered to  be logically added w i t h  the r e su l t  of the evaluation 
of the formula. If a, time interval is  specified and the condition of 
the comparison test is  met before o r  as the time interval expires the 
r e su l t  i s  regarded as true. 
d i t ion  of the comparison t e s t  is  no t  met, the resu l t  is considered 
fa l se .  
options as described above. ";'I 
(comma) have the same meaning i n  the statement, when related t o  
branching. 
I f  the time interval expires and the con- 
Branching i s  then done is  accordance w i t h  the "THEN" o r  "ELSE" 
The word "THEN" and the symbol 
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E x a m p l e s :  IF (TABLE A) C ~ L U M ~  3 ARE BETWEEN 80 AND 100, CLOSE 
< L O X  VENT VALVE 1 5 
V E R I F Y < D 0 3 0 - 3 2 3 >  IS BETWEEN 1670 P S I A  AND 7510 P S I A  
E L S E  D I S P L A Y  EXCEPTION ( D 0 3 0 - 3 2 3  EXCEEDS R E D L I N E )  
‘ A N D  TURN ON 
V E R I F Y  (TABLE A )  FUNCTIONS ARE BETWEEN COLUMN 6 AND (TABLE 
B) COLUMN 4; 
V E R I F Y  (TABLE C )  FUNCTIONS ARE OFF; 
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6.7 FCRMU LAS 
These elements include syntactical u n i t s  d e f i n i n g  t h e  mathematical 




6.7.1 Numeri c Formul a 
._ 
Examples: A+B+C/D**3 
(ALPHA) * {BETA) 
(-18 VOLTS) + (63 VOLTS) ""2 
- (63*(10 AMPS)) 
The Numeric Formula-all ows a mathematical operation t o  be performed 
on the r i g h t  hand side of an equation. 
t he i r  meanings are as follows: 
The mathematical symbols and 
MULTIPLICATION DENOTED BY ONE ASTERISK (*) e 
DIVISION DENOTED BY A SLASH (/). 
ADDITION DENOTK,  BY A PLUS (+). 
SUBTRACTION DENOTED BY A MINUS (-). 
EXPONENTIATION DENOTED BY TWO ASTERISKS (**). 
The following rules will be used in performing mathematical operations: 
1 .  Parenthesis will be used where required t o  indicate order i n  
I which calculations are t o  be performed. Arithmetic operations 
w i t h i n  the innermost parenthesis are accomplished f irst .  
When the heirarchy o f  operations i n  an expression is  n o t  
completely specified by the use of parenthesis, the sequence 
reduction i s  as follows: 
{a) First, a l l  exponentiations are performed. 
(b) Next, a l l  mu1 t ip l ica t ions  and divisions are performed. 
(c) Finally, a l l  add i t ions  and subtractions are performed. 
2. 
W i t h i n  a sequence o f  consecutive mu1 tip1 ications and/or subtractions 
i n  which the order of the operations i s  not completely specified by 
parenthesis, the meaning i s  t h a t  of a l e f t  t o  r i g h t  reduction. 
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6.7.2 Comparison Test 
The Cornp-arison Test syntax diagram represents a logical grouping of 
the Relational Formula and L i m i t .  Formula syntax diagrams. Since the 
Comparison Test diagram i s  used i n  seOer'al other diagrams, this  type 
o f  grouping resu l t s  i n  simpler appearing diagrams. 
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FOR THE IF THEN OPTION 
A/ OF THE VERIFY PREFIX 
1 S - m  BETWEEN 
ARE 
AND Q U AN T ITY 
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6.7.3 Limit Formula 
Examples: IS BETWEEN 10 VOLTS AND 30 VOLTS 
IS NOT BETWEEN (ALPHA) AND (BETA)  
( P R E S S U R E  A )  IS BETWEEN 14 P S I A  AND 20 P S I A  
ARE NOT BETWEEN (HI) AND ( L O )  
The L i m i t  Formula allows a comparison t o  be made between two l imits .  
The comparison may be for  either Internal Names o r  Function Designators, 
Function Designators will be written for the statement cal l ing the 
L i m i t  Formula and n o t  i n  the L i m i t  Formula i t s e l f .  The Internal Name 
mus t  be l i s t e d  as par t  of the L i m i t  Formu7a. 
Caut ion:  Incompatible data and variables will be the responsibil i ty 
o f  the person preparing the program. 
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FOR THE IF THEW OPTION 
OF THE VERIFY PREFIX 
HOT - EQUAL- TO 
GREATER -THAW 
LESS - THAN 2 
- THAN - OR - EQ 








6.7.4 Relational Formula 
Examples: (PRESS A) = 10 PSIA 
(PRESS A) IS EQUAL TO (PRESS B )  
ARE ON 
(PRESS A) IS GREATER THAN 15 PSIA 
(BUS READING) IS LESS THAN 14 VOLTS 
(BUS READING) IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 16 VOLTS 
(BUS READING) IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 24 VOLTS 
The Relational Formula allows f o r  a ver i f icat ion to  be made dependent 
upon a par t icular  condition o r  s t a t e .  
Names may be related t o  s t a t e s  or  various data types. The sense o f  
the relat ion may be either equal i ty ,  greater  or less  than equality,  
o r  both .  As w i t h  the L i m i t  Formuia if a Function Designator is  being 
related then i t  must be l i s t e d  from the statement referencing the 
Relational Formula and n o t  the Relational Formula i t se l f .  The Internal 
Name is listed i n  the Relational Formula. 
Function Designators and Internal 
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6.8 EXCEPT I ON 
p 3s made up o f  the O u t p u t  Exception element. 





D l l l P l l D - s -  DISPLAY 









IN AL USING -MESSAGES- FRO 
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6.8.1 O u t p u t  Exception 
Examples: PRINT EXCEPTIONS USING MESSAGES FROM (MESSAGE LIST) TO 
< L I N E  PRINTER I> 
DISPLAY EXCEPTIONS 
RECORD EXCEPTIONS TO <DISC> 
The O u t p u t  Exception i s  used t o  output messages t o  any recording device 
when an e r ro r  condition occurs. T h i s  option allows f o r  the use of 
system e r r o r  messages, i f  any, and also a default  t o  a standard system 
recording device, i f  any. 
If  a l i s t  of messages i s  used i n  re la t ion to a group of Function Desig- 
nators, then they must correspond exactly i n  the number of en t r ies .  
If  an e r ro r  condition occurs, then an e r ro r  message w i l l  be chosen 
from the l is t  i n  a one-to-one correspondence. 
The O u t p u t  Exception u n i t  may be abbreviated when used i n  combination 
w i t h  the STOP STATEMENT to  e f f ec t  a Language Processor default  condition 
i n  which the computer t o  engineer communication devices and t o  prede- 
fine the message t o  be indicated on the device. 
abbrevi ated form i s  : 
An example o f  the 
VERIFY < L O X  VENT VALVE 2 > IS OFF; 
This statement has the same meaning as: 
VERIFY < LOX VENT VALVE 2)  IS OFF ELSE RECORD EXCEPTIONS AND 
STOP; 
Reference the description of the STOP STATEMENT f o r  more information 




BINARY NUMBER ----- 
HEXADECIMAL NUMBER 
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6.9 NUMBER REPRESENTATION 
These e-iements define the basic numeric character sets tha t  are  
available t o  the test  writer.  
6.9.1 Number Pattern 
The syntactical  u n i t  Number Pattern defines the types of numbers allowed. 
These include Binary, Octal, Decimal, and Hexadecimal. 
6.9.2 Binary Number 
A Binary Number must begin w i t h  the l e t t e r  "B" and is  formed by any 
combination of the Numerals "1" and "0". 
6.9.3 Hexadecimal Number 
A Hexadecimal Number must begin w i t h  the l e t t e r  "X "  and may be formed 
by any combination of the Numerals "0" through "9" and the Letters A ,  












ger Number i s  any combination of allowed numerals t o  form a 
6.9.5 Octa 
er m u s t  begin w i t h  the l e t t e r  "T" and may be formed by 
ination o f  Numerals "0" through "7". 
6.9.6 
er -is a posit ive or negative Integer Number or fractional number. 














6,lO Engineering Values (Dimensions) 
The engineering units available are contained on the referenced page 
by the DIMENSION diagram. 
6.10.1 Quantity 
A Quantity is a number, w i t h  a Dimensional i den t i f i e r  attached, which 
provides both scaling information t o  the Lahguage Processor and a 
method of  e r ror  checking the t e s t  wr i te r ' s  use of these quant i t ies .  
6.10.2 State  
A State represents a boolean expression. 
are  ON,  OFF, OPEN, CLOSED, TRUE, or FALSE. 
The a1 lowable expressions 
ON,  CLOSED, and TRUE are  
represented by a binary "1" and OFF, OPEN, and FALSE are represented 
by a binary "0". 
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6.70.3 Time Value 
Examples: 3 DAYS 
4 HRS 5 MINS 30 SECS 
'10 MINS 30 SECS 
15 MINS 
2 DAYS 20 HRS 10 MINS 22 SECS 15 MSECS 
5.6 MSECS 
(TIME) 
The Time Value allows for numerical representation of DAYS, HRS, MINS, 
SECS, and MSECS. 
the f i r s t  entry i n  the Time Value should be signed. 
also allows an Internal Name t o  be used. 
The Time Value may be posit ive or  negative. Only 
The Time Value 
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7.0 C A P A B I L I T Y  CHART 
f STATEMENT NAME 
D 
1. ACTIVATE TABLE 
2. APPLY ANALOG 
5. BEGIN DATA BANK 
6. B E G I N  MACRO 
DECLARE D E F I N E S  DATA C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  
1 0. CONCURRENT 
11. DECLARE DATA 
12. DECLARE NUMERIC L I S T  
13. DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE 
14. DECLARE QUANTITY L I S T  
15. DECLARE QUANTITY T A B L E  
16. DECLARE S T A T E  L I S T  
17. DECLARE S T A T E  TABLE 
P 
18. DECLARE TEXT L I S T  
19. DECLARE TEXT T A B L E  
DELAY I DELAY 
T Y P E  I KEYWORD I STATEMENT C A P A B I L I T Y  
P ACTIVATE ALLOWS OPERATIONS TO BE PER-  
FORMED ON PARTICULAR ROWS IN A 
TABLE.  
P APPLY A P P L I E S  ANALOG VALUES T O  T H E  
SEND SYSTEM UNDER T E S T .  
P A S S I G N  PERFORMS LOGICAL OPERATIONS ON 
GRAM DATA. 
“ S T A T E ”  ( O N / O F F )  INTERNAL PRO- 
P AVERAGE PROVIDES A CONVENIENT MEANS OF 
AVERAGING DATA FROM A SYSTEM 
UNDER T E S T .  
S B E G I N  I N I T I A L  BOUNDARY FOR DESCRIBED 
I T E M S .  
CAUSES A PROGRAM HOLD FOR A 
S P E C I F I C  T I M E  INCREMENT OR 




D’ - DECLARATION STATEMENT 
P - PROCEDURAL STATEMENT 
S - SYSTEM STATEMENT 
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FOR UNCONDITIONAL 
26. INHIBIT TABLE 
ISSUES A DIGITAL PATTERN TO 
. 
PROVIDES MATHEMATICAL OPERA- 
30. PERFORM PROGRAM CALLS DESCRIBED PROGRAM/SUB- 
THE ITEM'S TERMINATION, CON- 
TROL IS RETURNED TO THE NEXT 
31. PERFORM SUBROUTINE ROUTINE INTO EXECUTION. UPON 
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STATEMENT NAME T Y P E  KEYWORQ 1 STATEMENT C A P A B I L I T Y  ' 
I 
34. RELEASE CONCURRENT 






S T O P S  C Y C L I C  EXECUTION O F  THOSE 
I T E M S  I N I T I A T E D  BY A CONCURRENT 
STATEMENT. 
ALLOMS ONE OR MORE STATEMENTS 
TO BE REPEATED A S P E C I F I E D  
NUMBER O F  T I M E S .  
A WRITER A I D  TO ALLOW REPLACE- 
MENTS O F  NAMES OR ABBREVIATED 
COD I NG . 
ALLOWS DATA T O  B E  ENTERED I N T O  
A PROGRAM. 
F I N A L  BOUNDARY FOR A DATA BANK 
SUBROUTINE T O  USE ANOTHER 
LANGUAGE. 
39. S E T  D I S C R E T E  P S E T  SENDS A D I S C R E T E  (ON/OFF)  COM- 
MAPID T O  T H E  SYSTEM UNDER T E S T .  OPEN 
C L O S E  
TURN ON 
TURN O F F  
40. S P E C I F Y  S S P E C I F Y  P R O V I D E S  T H E  DATA T O  I N T E R -  
FACE T H E  T E S T  PROCEDURE T E R M I -  
NOLOGY WITH THE SYSTEM UNDER 
T E S T .  
41. S T O P  P S T O P  S T O P S  PROGRAM EXECUTION U N T I L  
MANUALLY RESTARTED. 
I N D I C A T E S  A SUBROUTINE T O  BE 
EXECUTED WHEN T H E  I N T E R R U P T  
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7.1 GOAL KEYWORDIPHRASE INDEX 
KEYWORD/PHRASE STATEMENT TITLE 
DIAGRAM 
NO. 
And Return To - . - - - 
And Save As - . - - - - 
Between - - - - - - - - 
Characters - - - - - - - 
Concurrently - - - - - 
Data Bank - - - - - - - Crit ical  - - - - - - - - 
Day 
Days - - - - - - - - - - 
Declare - - - - - - - - 
Declare Numeric List - - 
Declare Quantity Lis t  - 
Declare Quantity Table - 
Declare S ta te  Table- - - 
Declare Text List - - - 
De1 ay - - - - - - - - - 
Disable - - - - - - - - 
Display - - - - - - - - 
Activate Table Statement - - - - - - 1 
Time Prefix- - - - - - - - - - - - . 80 
Disable Interrupt Statement- - - .. - 28 
Release Concurrent Statement - - - - 63 
Concurrent Statement - - - - - - - - 15 
Verify Prefix - - - - - - - - - - - 83 
Expand Macro Statement - - - - - - - 30 
Limit Formula - - - - - - - - - - - 44 
When Interrupt Statement - - - - - - 84 
Request Keyboard Statement - - - - - 66 
Average Statement- - - - - - - - - - 4 
Apply Analog Statement - - - - - - - 2 
Limit Formula- - - - - - - - - - - - 44 
Relational Formula - - - - - - - - - 62 
Specify Statement- - - - - - - - - - 71 
Assign Statement - - - - - - - - - - 3 
Average Statement - - - - - - - - - 4 
Begin Data Bank Statement - - - - - 5 
Begin Macro Statement - - - - - - - 6 
Begin Program Statement - - - - - - 7 
Begin Subroutine Statement - - - - - 8 
Limit Formula - - - - - - - - - - - 44 
Declare Data Statement - - - - - - - 17 
Declare Text Lis t  Statement - - - - 24 
Declare Text Table Statement - - - - 25 
Set Discrete Statement - - - - - - - 70 
Specify Statement- - - - - - - - - - 71 
Internal Name- - - - - - - - - - - - 39 
Declare Numeric Table Statement - - 19 
Declare Quantity Table Statement - - 21 
Declare State  Table Statement- - - - 23 
Declare Text Table Statement - - - - 25 
Concurrent Statement - - - - - - - - 15 
Perform Subroutine Statement - - - - 56 
Begin Data Bank Statement- - - - - - 5 
End Statement - - - - - - - - - - - 29 
Time Value - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
Time Value - - - - - - - - - - - - 81. 
Declare Data Statement - - - - - - - 17 
Declare Numeric List Statement - - - 18 
Declare Quantity List Statemnt-  - - 20 
Declare Quantity Table Statement - - 21 
Declare S ta te  Table Statement - - - 23 
Declare Text List Statenent- - - - - 24 
Delay Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 26 
Disable Interrupt Statement- - - - - 28 
Concurrent Statement - - - - - - -  - - 15 
Record Data Statement- - - - - - - - 61 
Verify Prefix - - - - - - - - - - - 83 
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KEY WORD/ PHRASE S * i $ E M E N T  ' TITLE 
DIAGRAM 
NO. 
Entries - .. - - - - - - - Declare Quantity List Statement - - - 20 
Declare State List Statement- - - - - 22 
Declare Text List Statement - - - - - 24 
- - - - - - - Request Keyboard Statement- - - - - - 66 
3 
Declare Data Statement- - - - - - - - 17 
Statement - - - - - - - - - 42 
Rel.ationa1 Formula- - - - - - - - - - 62 - Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
Exceptions- - - - - - - - O u t p u t  Exception- - - - - - - - - - - 53 
Execute .. - - - .. - - - Expand Macro Statement- - - - - - - - 30 
72 
For - - - . - - - - - - - Repeat Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 64 
Set Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 70 
Functions - - - - - - - - External Designator - - - - - - - - - 31 
Goto- - . - - - - - - - - When Interrupt Statement- - - - - - - 84 
34 
Greater Than- - - - - - - Relational Formula- - - - - - - - - - 62 
Greater Than or Equal To- Relational Formula- - - - - - - - - - 62 
Hr- - - - - - - - - - - - Time Value- - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
Hrs - - - - - - - - - - Time Value- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
If- - - - - - - - - - - - Verify Prefix - - - - - - - - - - - 83 
Inhibit  - - - - - - - - - I n h i b i t  Table Statement - - - - - - - 37 
1s- - - - - - - - - - - - L i m i t  Formula - - - - - - - - - - - - 44 
Relational Formula- - - - - - - - - - 62 
Time Prefix - - - - - - - - - - - - 80 
Issue - - - - - - - - - - Issue Digital Pattern Statement - - - 40 
Leave . - - - - - - - - - Leave Statement - - - - - - - - - - - 41 
less Than - - - - - - - - Relational Formula- - - - - - - - - - 62 
Less Than or  Equal To - - Relational Formu1.a- - - - - - - - - - 62 
Let - - - - - - - - - - - Let Equal Statement - - - - - - - - - 42 
Load- I - - - - - - - - - Specify Statement - - - - - - - - - - 71 
Macro - - - - - - - - - - Begin Macro Statement - - - - - - - - 6 
End Statement - - - - - - - - - - - - 29 
Measure - - - - - - - - - Read Statement - - - - - - - - - - - 60 
Msec - - - - - - - - - - Time Value - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
#sees - - - - - - - - - - Time Value - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
Min - - - - - - - - - - Time Value - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
#ins- - - - - - _ -  - - - Time Value - - - -  - - - - - - - 81 
Not - - - - - - - - - L i m i t  Formula - - - - - - - - - - 44 
Not Equal To- - - - - - - Relational Formula- - - - - - - - - - 62 
Number- - - - - - - - - - Declare Data Statement- - - - - - - - 17 
Occurs- - - - - - - - - - When Interrupt Statement- - - - - - - 84 
Off - - - - - - - - - I State  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 72 
72 On - _ c - - - - - - - - -  S t a t e - - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - - -  
Open- - - - - - - - - - - Set Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 70 
State  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 72 
Entry From 
Equal 'To- - - - - I - - -Ass ign  Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 
Let Equal 
Every - - - - - - - - - 
Expand- - - - - - - . - - Expand Macro Statement- - - - - - - - 30 
False - - - - - - - - State  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Free- - .. - - - - - - - Free Data Bank Statement- - - - - - - 32 





@-f_latj1- - - - - - - - - Delay Statement - - - - - - - - - - - 26 
Perfsm - - I- - - - - - - Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
Perform Program Statement - - . - - - 5 5  
Perform Subroutine Statement- - - - - 56 
Present  Value Of - - - - - Apply Analog Statement- - - - - - - - 2 
Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - 1 5  
Issue Digital Pattern Statement - - - 40 
Record Data Statement - - - - - - - - 61 
Set Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 70 
p r i n t  - - - - - - - - - - Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
Record Data Statement - - - - - - - - 61 
7 
Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
End Statement - - - - - - - - - - - - 29 
Quantity - - - - - - - - Declare Data Staternent- - - - - - - - 17 
Read- - - - - - - - - Read Statement- - - - - - - - - - - - 60 
Readings O f  - - - - - - - Average Statement - - - - - - - - - - 4 
Record - - - - . - - - Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
Release - - - - - - - - - Release Concurrent Statement- - - - - 63 
Repeat- c - - - I - - - - Repeat Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 64 
Replace - - - - - - - - - Replace Statement - - - - - - - - - - 65 
Request - - - - - - - - - Request Keyboard Statement- - - - - - 66 - Resume Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 67 
Revision- - - - - - - - - Revision Label- - - .. - - - - - - - - 68 
Ruw - - - - - - - - - - - Activate Table Statement- - - - - - - 1 
Inhibi t  Table Statement - - - - - - - 37 
Rows And- - - - - - - - - Declare Numeric Table Statement - - - 19 
Declare Quantity Table Statement- - - 21 
Declare State  Table Statement - - - - 23 
Declare Text Table Statement- - - - - 25 
81 
kc--- - 0, - I - - - - - Time Value- - - - - - - - - - - - 81 
Send- 2 
Sensor- - - - - - - - - - Specify Statement - - - - - - - - - - 71 
s t - - - - - - - - - - -  Set Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 70 
Specj-fy - - - - - - -' - - Specify Statement - - - - - - - - - - 71 
State - - i - - - - - - - Declare Data Statement- - - - - - - - 17 
Step- - - - - - - - 73 
S t o p  and Indicate Re- 
pr0gg-m - I - - - - - - - Begin Program Statement - - - - - - - 
- - - - - _ - - -  
&c ,.. - - - - - - .- - -Time Value- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
-.i - - - - - - - - Apply Analog Statement- - - - - - - - 
- - - - - - - Step  Number - - - - - - 
Stop Statement- - - - - - - - - - - - 74 
start Labels 
Subruutine- - - - - - - - Begin Subroutine. Statement- - - - - - 8 
End Statement - - - - - - - - - - - - 29 
Perform Subroutine Statement- - - - - 56 
SystpJp - - - - - - - - - Specify Statement - - - - - - - - - - 71 
Terminate - - - - - - - - Terminate Statement - - - - - - - - - 78 
Text- - - - - . - - - - Declare Data Statement- - - - - - - - 17 
Leave Statement - - - - - - - - - - - 41 
Perform Subroutine Statement- - - - - 56 
Record Data Statement - - - - - - - - 61 
Request Keyboard Statement- - - - - - 66 
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KEYWORD/PHRASE STATEMENT TITLE 
DIAGRAM 
NO. 
Then- - - - - - - - - - -Verify Prefix - - - - - - - - - - . - 8 3  
- 80 - - - - - - - - - Repeat Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 64 
- Repeat Statement- - - - - - - - - - - 64 
2 
Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
Issue Digital Pattern Statement - - - 40 
O u t p u t  Exception- - - - - - - - - - - 5 3  
Record Data Statement - - - - - - - - 61 
Set  Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 71 
- 72 True- - .. - - - - - - S t a t e  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Turn  Off- - - - - - - - -Se t  Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 70 
- Set Discrete Statement- - - - - - - - 70 
- Specify Statement - - - - - - - - - - 71 
U s e - - - - - - - - - -  -Use Data Bank Statement - - - - - - - 82 - Specify Statement - - - - - - - - - - 71 
Time Prefix - - - - - - .- - - - - 
Through 
Times - _ _ - - - - - -  
To-  - - - - - - -. - - Apply Analog Statement - - - - - - - - 
T u r n o n  - _ - I - - - -  - - - - - -  Type- - - - 
Using ., - - - - - - - - 
Using Messages From - - - O u t p u t  Exception- - - - - - - - - - - 53 
Verify - - - - - - - - -Concurrent Statement- - - - - - - - - 15 
Verify Prefix - - - - - - - - - - - - 83 - - 26 
-Time Prefix - - - - - - - - - ..= - - ” 80 
lrlhen Interrupt-  - - - - - When Interrupt Statement- - - - - - - 84 
W i t h -  - - - - - - - - - -Declare Numeric List Statement- - - - 18 
Declare Quantity List Statement - - - 20 
Declare Quantity Table Statement- - - 21 
Declare State  List Statenient- - - - - 22 
e Declare Text List Statement - - - - - 24 
Declare Text Table Statement- - - - - 25 
- - - - - - - - - - 65 
With  A Maximum o f  - - - - Declare Data Statement- - - - - - - - 57 
Declare Text Table Statement- - - - - 25 
W i t h  Entries- - - - - - -Declare Numeric List Statement- - - - 18 
Declare Quantity Table Statement- - - 21 
Wait- - - I - - - - - - ..Delay Statement 
When- - . - - - I I - - - - - - - - - - 
Replace Statement 
Declare State  Table Statement - - - - 23 
Declare Text Table Stateinent- - - - - 25 
-Verify Prefix - - - - - - - - - - .. - 83 W i t h i n -  . - I .. .- - - - 
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GOAL STATEMENT NAME 
A C T I V A T E  T A B L E  
A P P L Y  ANALOG 
A S S I G N  
AVERAGE 
B E G I N  DATA BANK 
B E G I N  MACRO 
B E G I N  PROGRAM 
BEG IN SUBROUTINE 
COMMENT 
C ONCU RRENT 
DECLARE DATA 
DECLARE NUMERIC LIST 
DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE 
DECLARE QUAFITITY L I S T  
DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE 
DECLARE STATE LIST 
DECLARE S T A T E  ?ABLE 
DECLARE T E X T  L I S T  
DECLARE T E X T  TABLE 
DELAY 
D I S A B L E  I N T E R R U P T  
END 
EXPAND MACRO 
F R E E  DATA BANK 
G O T 0  
I N H I B I T  T A B L E  
I S S U E  D I G I T A L  PATTERN 
LEAVE 










SET D I S C R E T E  
S P E C I F Y  
S T O P  
TERM I NAT E 
U S E  DATA BANK 
WHEN INTERRUPT 











































































































































ACT I VAT E 
APPLY/SEND 
A S S I G N  
AVERAGE 
B E G I N  DATA BANK 
B E G I N  MACRO 
B E G I N  PROGRAM 




DECLARE NUMERIC L I S T  
DECLARE NUMERIC TABLE 
DECLARE QUANTITY L I S T  
DECLARE QUANTITY TABLE 
DECLARE S T A T E  L I S T  
DECLARE S T A T E  TABLE 
DECLARE T E X T  L I S T  
DECLARE T E X T  TABLE 
DELAY 
D I S A B L E  
END 
EXPAND/EXECUTE 
F R E E  
GO TO 
I N H I B I T  
I S S U E  
LEAVE 











TURN ON/TURN OFF,  
S P E C I F Y  
S T O P  
TERM I NAT E 
U S E  
WH EN/OCCURS 
$ 
T Y P E :  D- DECLARATION STATEMENT, P- PROCEDURAL STATEMENT, S- SYSTEM STATEMENT 
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Binary Number . . . . . . .  
Character . . . . . . . . .  
Character String . . . . .  
Column Name . . . . . . . .  
Comparison Test . . . . . .  
Data Bank Name . . . . . .  
Dimension . . . . . . . . .  
External Designator . . . .  
Function Designator . . . .  
Hexadecimal Number . . . .  
Index Name . . . . . . . .  
Integer Number . . . . . .  
Internal Name . . . . . . .  
Letter . . . . . . . . . .  
Limit Formula . . . . . . .  
List Name . . . . . . . . .  
Macro Label . . . . . . . .  
Name . . . . . . . . . . .  
Number . . . . . . . . . .  
Number Pattern . . . . . .  
Nume r a 1 . . . . . . . . . .  
Numeric Formula . . . . . .  
Octal Number . . . . . . .  
O u t p u t  Exception . . . . .  
Parameter . . . . . . . . .  
Procedural Statement Prefix 
Program Name . . . . . . .  
Quantity . . . . . . . . .  
Relational Formula . . . 
Revision Label . . . . . .  
Row Designator . . . . . .  
State  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Step Number . . . . . . . . .  
Subroutine Name . . . . . .  
Symbol . . . . . . . . . .  
Table Name . . . . . . . .  
Text Constant . . . . . . .  
Time Prefix . . . . . . . .  
Time Value . . . . . . . .  























































































































































Declare Data Statement 
Declare Data Statement 
Record Data Statement 
Request Data Statement 
Activate Table Statement 
Inhi b i t  Tab1 e Statement 
Apply Analog Statement 
Issue Digital Pattern Statement 
Set Discrete Statement 
Leave Statement 
Perform Subroutine Statement 
Release Concurrent Statement 
S t o p  Statement 
Disable Interrupt Statement 
Begin Macro statement 
Expand Macro Statement 
Begin Subroutine Statement 
Free Data Bank Statement 
Use Data Bank Statement 
Specify Statement 
Specify Statement 






FEEDBACK LETTERS VERSUS DIAGRAM CHART ( C O ~ T I ~ U € D )  
PROPOSED VALUE DIAGRAM NAME 
Step Number 








7.5 INDEX OF SYNTAX DIAGRAMS 
. .- 
3 I AGRAM 
NO. 







































k t i v a t e  Table Statement 
i p p 1 y  Analog Statement 
iss-i-gn Statement 
\ye rage 5ta t emen t 
3egin Data Bank Statement 
3egin Macro Statement 
3egi n Program Statement 
3egi n Subroutine Statement 
3i nary S4umber 
1 ha racter 
Zharacter String 
:ompari son Test 
:oncrprt-lent Statement 
lata Sank Name 
lec lase  Data Statement 
Iec’Ear-e Mumeric List 
Statement 
Ieci a re  Huiiiei-ic Tab1 e 
Statement 
3ecIar-e Quantity List 
Statement 
3ec’Eaz-e Quantity Table 
Statement 
leclare S ta t e  l i s t  
Statement 
leclare S ta t e  Table 
S$at;emen t 
3eclare  Text List 
Statement 
9eclare Tex t  Table 
Statement 
Delay Statement 
3 i mens i on 




Free Data Bank Statement 
Functa’on Des i gna t o r  
G o b  Statement 
Hex 
I nd 
Inhibit Table Statement 
I n teger Number 



























































































Issue Digital Pattern 
S ta t  emen t 
Leave Statement 
Let Equal Statement 
Let ter  







Numeri c Formul a 
Octal Number 
O u t p u t  Exception 
Parameter 
Perform Program Statement 
Perform Subrou ti ne Statement 




Record Data Statement 
Relational Formula 
Release Concurrent Statement 
Repeat Statement 
Replace Statement 
















Us9 Data Bank Statement 
Verify Prefix 
When Interrupt Statement 
NASA/  P A  F 
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23 
24 
24 
25 
25 
26 
26 
26 
26 
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27 
27 
28 
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30 
30 
30 
30 
31 
32 
33 
33 
33 
34 
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35 
35 
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37 
37 
38 
38 
38 
39 
39 
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